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Abstract
Statistical self-similarity of random processes in continuous-domains is defined through
invariance of their statistics to time or spatial scaling. In discrete-time, scaling by an
arbitrary factor of signals can be accomplished through frequency warping, and sta
tistical self-similarity is defined by the discrete-time continuous-dilation scaling opera
tion. Unlike other self-similarity models mostly relying on characteristics of continuous
self-similarity other than scaling, this model provides a way to express discrete-time
statistical self-similarity using scaling of discrete-time signals. This dissertation stud
ies the discrete-time self-similarity model based on the new scaling operation, and
develops its properties, which reveals relations with other models. Furthermore, it
also presents a new self-similarity definition for discrete-time vector processes, and
demonstrates synthesis examples for multi-channel network traffic. In two-dimensional
spaces, self-similar random fields are of interest in various areas of image process
ing, since they fit certain types of natural patterns and textures very well. Current
treatments of self-similarity in continuous two-dimensional space use a definition that
is a direct extension of the 1-D definition. However, most of current discrete-space
iv
two-dimensional approaches do not consider scaling but instead are based on ad hoc
formulations, for example, digitizing continuous random fields such as fractional Brow-
nian motion. The dissertation demonstrates that the current statistical self-similarity
definition in continuous-space is restrictive, and provides an alternative, more general
definition. It also provides a formalism for discrete-space statistical self-similarity that
depends on a new scaling operator for discrete images. Within the new framework, it
is possible to synthesize a wider class of discrete-space self-similar random fields.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Self-similarity indicates a characteristic of certain objects invariant to scaling. In other
words, a self-similar object maintains either deterministic or statistical characteristics
when it is magnified or shrunk. The coastline of a landscape is a famous example of such
self-similar objects. This example is frequently used to explain the term fractals coined
byMandelbrot [63], characterizing behavior of certain types of natural patterns. Unlike
regular geometric objects such as smooth lines and surfaces, many objects and signals
observed in nature are highly irregular and hence they have non-integer dimensions,
which becomes a motivation of the term. A prominent property of such fractal objects
is self-similarity. A fractal object is composed of infinite numbers of deterministically
or statistically scaled copies of itself. Mandelbrot has defined fractals in terms of self-
similarity [63].
Frequently self-similarity is interpreted in different forms. For example, statistical
self-similar processes can be characterized by their power behavior instead of their scal
ing invariant statistics. The power spectrum of a self-similar process generally decays
hyperbolically. Thus, it has the form of l//a, where / represents frequency. Equiv-
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alently, the autocorrelation can be used in a manner similar to the power spectrum.
Depending on the value of a, the signal can have a long memory effect. That is, the
correlation between two points in the signal with long-memory is not negligible, even
if those two points are very far from each other. These types of signals are called
long-range dependent signals. The long range dependent process is an important sub
set of self-similar signals. Long-range dependence of time series was first observed by
Hurst [38] while he was studying the storage capacity of reservoirs in the Nile River,
and he devised a useful measure for analysis of self-similarity, which is called the Hurst
parameter. The Hurst parameter becomes a de facto standard to express the degree
of self-similarity. Self-similarity has been observed in many natural phenomena, and
it has been a useful tool to describe the phenomena observed in various areas such as
physics, chemistry, biology, astronomy, engineering and economy. More examples are
listed in [22,56,63].
In discrete domains, self-similarity is also an attractive tool to study certain types of
one-dimensional and two-dimensional random processes. For example, one-dimensional
self-similarity is actively being studied for modeling of network traffic. Leland et al. [55]
showed that self-similarity exists in the Ethernet LAN network traffic pattern. Since
then, it has been revealed that many types of network traffic have self-similar properties
[4, 7, 15, 30, 42, 53, 69, 71, 88, 89]. In addition to network traffic graphs, self-similarity is
found in many other discrete-time series such as economic time series [60,86], biological
and medical time series [58,83,87], geophysical time series [38,50], and electronic device
noise [17,19,52].
In images, self-similarity provides a suitable tool to characterize irregular surfaces
or lines. As self-similarity is closely related to roughness of textures, it provides an
efficient means to quantify textures. Thus, it can be utilized for analysis and synthesis
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of textures [10, 16, 20, 28, 36, 43, 44, 47, 48, 67, 78, 91]. In remote sensing images, self-
similarity of textures in images can be applied for automatic target detection, segmen
tation/classification of terrain, and detection of anomalies [5,32,46,84,85]. In medical
images such as MRI, X-ray, and mammograms, texture information relating to self-
similarity can offer a means for automated diagnosis of diseases [2,9,12,21,26,40,41].
Besides texture, self-similarity also provides an excellent tool for synthesis of natural
scenes [72,74] because self-similar curves or surfaces are not affected by scaling.
In defining continuous time or space self-similarity, the scaling of a process is the
key factor. Whereas the time or spatial scaling of a process can easily be performed in
continuous domains, scaling by an arbitrary value in discrete domains is not well de
fined, and therefore, self-similarity in discrete-domains is realized by indirect approaches
rather than scaling. For example, discrete-time self-similar signals can be simulated us
ing characteristics of continuous self-similar processes such as the power spectrum and
autocorrelation. Another possible approach is to use stationary increments of sampled
continuous-time self-similar processes such as fractional Brownian motion. However,
none of these approaches define self-similarity related to scaling operations in discrete-
domains. A unique approach to define the discrete-time self-similarity with scaling was
proposed by Zhao and Rao [92-94] . To define discrete-time self-similarity, they created
a discrete-time scaling operation that allows scaling of discrete-time processes with ar
bitrary scaling factors. Their approach is the basis of the 2-D self-similarity introduced
in this dissertation.
This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the theoretical back
ground of self-similarity research. The concept of self-similarity is reviewed and its
applications in time and space domains are described. Chapter 2 also presents mathe
matical definitions for statistical self-similarity in continuous time and space, and ad-
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dresses difficulties in representing self-similarity in discrete domains. Several existing
approaches to define self-similarity in discrete domains are introduced.
Chapter 3 reviews the one-dimensional discrete-time self-similarity definition sug
gested by Zhao and Rao [95]. This chapter gives an overview of the discrete-time
continuous-dilation scaling operation that enables scaling in discrete-time with an ar
bitrary factor through a frequency warping transform. The discrete-time self-similarity
definition based on this scaling operation is studied and white noise driven systems
to generate discrete-time self-similar processes are surveyed. Further results regarding
the study of the discrete-time self-similarity model are also presented. It is shown that
the discrete-time self-similarity model is closely related to existing self-similar models.
Furthermore, this chapter provides a new statistical self-similarity definition for vector
processes, which is exploited to simulate multi-channel wireless network traffic traces.
Self-similarity in discrete images is discussed in Chapter 4. Limitations of the
current self-similarity definition for continuous-space are presented and a new definition
that covers a wider class of self-similar random fields is suggested. The self-similarity for
discrete-space is defined by a new scaling operation incorporating a matrix for discrete
images, which is formulated using 2-D frequency warping transform. Algorithms to
synthesize self-similar random fields are provided, and synthesis examples are presented.
Chapter 5 discusses some issues regarding the new model for discrete-space self-
similar random fields suggested in the dissertation including limitations of the model,
and suggests directions for future self-similarity research.
Finally, concluding remarks are provided in Chapter 6.
Chapter 2
Background
This chapter presents an overview of the theoretical background of self-similarity. Math
ematical definitions for one- and two-dimensional self-similar processes are provided
in continuous time and space. The chapter also addresses problems in defining self-
similarity in discrete-time and space, and some existing approaches that have been
proposed to overcome these problems.
2.1 Self-Similarity in Nature
An object or process is either deterministically or statistically self-similar depending
on whether it maintains deterministic or statistical properties when it is scaled. A
well-known example of deterministic self-similar objects is the Koch curve shown in
Fig. 2.1 [73], where an enlarged part of the original curve is identical to the whole
curve.
On the other hand, statistical self-similarity, which is the main topic of this dis
sertation, is characterized by statistics of an object or process such as the mean and
autocorrelation. Therefore, such a self-similar random process does not preserve the
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Figure 2.1: Deterministic self-similar Koch curve
exact shape of the original process but keeps the same statistical properties of the origi
nal process when scaled. Consequently, a statistical self-similar process looks similar to
the original after scaling. Fig. 2.2 illustrates examples of statistical self-similar images
observed in nature [72]. The figure shows subsequent magnified images of a coastline.
Though the shape of the images are not identical with the original, it is hard to tell
which one is the scaled image of another due to their statistical self-similarity.
Statistical self-similarity has been observed in various scientific areas such as com
munication networks [55,71], electronic devices [17,19,52], economics, hydrology, and
many natural patterns such as terrain, clouds and other textures [22,38,50,58,83,87].
In two dimensions, self-similarity offers useful and important tools for analysis of ran
dom images. Since the self-similarity parameter is directly related to the "roughness" of
one- or two-dimensional self-similar processes, estimation of the degree of self-similarity
provides a measure to quantify certain types of texture images. Some applications
of self-similarity in image processing include natural scene modeling, texture synthe-
CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND
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Figure 2.2: Magnification sequence of the coastline of a statistically self-similar land
scape, (Peitgen et al. [72])
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sis/analysis, remote sensing, and diagnosis of diseases through medical images. Some
of them are briefly introduced.
1. Natural scene modeling
As pointed out by Pentland [74] , many natural structures such as mountains and
clouds have fractal or self-similar 1 characteristics. Thus, self-similar random
fields such as the fractional Brownian field can be employed to describe natu
ral scenes more realistically. Fig. 2.3 displays a simulated mountain and clouds
based on a discrete-space fractional Brownian field, where H refers to the Hurst
parameter. Peitgen and Saupe [72] provide more examples of these types of ap
plications.
2. Texture modeling and analysis
Textures are described using diverse approaches such as structural methods, sta
tistical methods, and model based methods [67]. Structural methods represent
textures by well-defined primitives (micro-texture) and a hierarchy of spatial ar
rangements (macro-texture) of those primitives. Statistical approaches represent
textures by statistical properties that govern the distributions and relationships
between the gray levels of images. Self-similar modeling is a model based texture
analysis that describes a texture using a regenerative image model, where the
scaling invariant self-similarity parameter is used to characterize texture images.
The self-similarity parameter is closely related to the roughness of textures as
demonstrated in Fig. 2.4, where self-similar random fields are synthesized with
different Hurst parameters, H. Furthermore, by estimating Hurst parameters
'Many of the literature publications consider fractal and self-similar processes identical, which is
true only with random processes, because random fractals are always statistically self-similar and,
in turn, self-similar random processes have fractal dimensions, whereas it is not always true with
deterministic fractals.
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(a) Synthesized Terrain (H = 0.<
(b) Synthesized clouds (H = 0.7)
Figure 2.3: Natural scene modeling using self-similar random fields generated by the
algorithm in [45].
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from self-similar texture images, it is possible to segment and classify the images
as well as to synthesize them [10,16,25,28,36,43,44,47,48,67,78,91].
3. Remote sensing images
Self-similarity is also useful for analysis of remote sensing images because images
of terrain, vegetation, and trees have self-similar components. Applications in
clude scene discrimination/segmentation [5,8,84], interpolation of terrain image
magnification [59], water basin characterization [61], characterization of clutter
in SAR imagery [46], automatic target detection [32,85], and components in hy-
perspectral images [51].
4. Diagnosis of diseases from medical images
Self-similarity has possible applications in medical image processing. Diagnosis
of diseases from medical images such as X-ray and MRI are generally obtained
by detecting textural anomalies in healthy organs. Representation of organic
textures through self-similarity may be useful for automatic diagnosis of such
diseases. Some examples include analysis of X-ray images [2,41], modeling and
analysis of mammograms [57,68], diagnosis of cancer [21,26], analysis of MR
images [9] and others [11,12,40].
2.2 Statistical Self-Similarity in One Dimension
Mathematically, statistical self-similarity of a random process is defined in terms of fi
nite distributions. Similar to stationarity of random processes, statistical self-similarity
can be categorized as either strict-sense or wide-sense. Whereas strict-sense self-
similarity is the ideal case requiring that all the finite distributions are scale invariant,
wide sense self-similarity considers only the first and second order statistics.
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(a) H = 0.1 (b) H = 0.4
(c) ff = 0.6 (d) H ~ 0.8
Figure 2.4: Fractional Brownian fields with different H values, (a) H 0.1 (b) H = 0.4
(c) H = 0.6, and (d) H = 0.8.
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2.2.1 Continuous-time self-similarity
A continuous time process x(t) is statistically self-similar if it satisfies [64,82]
x{t) = a~Hx{at), a > 0. (2.1)
where, = represents the equality in finite distributions and the quantity H in (2.1) is
known as the Hurst parameter. A wide sense self-similar process (WSSS) x(t) satisfies
E{x(t)} = a-HE{x(at)}
(2.2)
Rxx(t, s) = E{x(t)x(s)} = a 2HRxx(at, as), t, s G R
where E is the expectation operator and Rxx(t, s) is the autocorrelation function. Thus
wide-sense statistical self-similarity is defined entirely in terms of the invariance of the
mean and autocorrelation functions to time-scaling with amplitude scaling of a~H and
a~2H
respectively.
Continuous-time self-similar processes are inherently non-stationary unless H = 0
[3]. For instance, let a process y(n) be wide-sense self-similar and
<t2^Rxx{t,t). (2.3)
It is easily shown from (2.2) and (2.3), that a WSSS satisfies
o\ = t2Ha2, (2.4)
where
a2
= Rxx(l,l). Thus, a WSSS signal with finite second order statistics and
H / 0 is non-stationary. Furthermore, x(0) = 0 with probability one.
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Proposition 2.1. Let
Then
where c = vai{x^'}.
Proof.
-(m)
1 /"m
= / x(r)di
mj0
log var {XW} = 2H logm + c,
var
f'
i pin rxtx
!x() \ =eI / x(t)x(s) dtds
= ^ / / ;{x(i)x(s)}dic?s
2 Jo Jo
=
~ / / Rxx(t,s)dtds.m2 J0 J0
By the definition of wide-sense self-similarity
(2.5)
(2.6)
(2.7)
var
Rxx (*, ) = "z flu (*/m, s/m) .
f i 1 /"m /"mi a;(m) I = / / m2HRxx(t/m, s/m) dtds*- > i71 Jo Jo
f f m2HRXx(a, (3)m2 dad(3
Jo Jo
{x^} = cm2H.
= m
= m2Hvax
(2.8)
(2.9)
where a = t/m and (3 = s/m, and c = var {x^ } = constant. Consequently, taking the
logarithm on both sides results in
log var|x(m)| = 2i7 logm + c. (2.10)
?
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If the WSSS process x(t) has stationary increments, then [3]
Rxx(t,s) = 4[\t\2H-\t-s\2H + \sH> (2-U)
which shows that the two parameters H and a\ completely specify the autocorrelation.
Also in this case, the stationary random sequence
q(n) = x{n)-x(n-l), n = 1,2,3,... (2.12)
has the autocorrelation sequence
r(k) = ^[(k + 1)2H - 2k2H + (k- 1)2H] . (2.13)
Fractional Brownian motion (fBm), which is a Gaussian self-similar random process
with the autocorrelation of the form in (2.11), is a special case of continuous self-similar
random processes with stationary increments.
Definition 2.1. For any 0 < H < 1, fractional Brownian motion Bn(t) of index H is
the zero-mean Gaussian process whose autocorrelation is given by
RBH(t, s) = E{BH(t)BH(s)}} = ^[\t\2H + |S|2* - |* " *H, (2-14)
where
T(1-2H)costtH
Vh = ^H '
and T(x) represents the gamma function. Furthermore, the stationary increment se
quence of the fractional Brownian motion defined by (2.12) is called fractional Gaussian
noise.
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(a) H = 0.3 (b) H = 0.8
Figure 2.5: Factional Brownian motions with different Hurst parameters.
The fBm can be defined by several equivalent ways such as fractional integral of the
ordinary Brownian motion [64] , variance of increments [72] and the autocorrelation of
the fBm [82] . The fBm has been a popular model for continuous time self-similar pro
cesses because it is well-defined mathematically and its increment process is Gaussian
and stationary. Fig. 2.5 shows some examples of fBm realizations with different Hurst
parameters.
The power behavior of continuous-time self-similar processes is not straightforward
due to non-stationarity. Flandrin [29] demonstrated this through the time dependent
Wigner-Ville spectrum (WVS) [65] of the fBm
WBll{t,uj) = (1 - 21~IH cos2ujt) U2H+1- (2.15)
The spectral behavior of the fBm is obtained by averaging the WVS over an infinite
interval as
Sbh oc (2.16)|w|2ff+l'
which shows
l/fa
characteristics, and is useful for modeling certain types of signals
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such as electronic device noise and economic data [49,62].
2.2.2 Discrete-time self-similarity
Whereas continuous-time self-similarity is defined by time scaling as in (2.2), self-
similarity in the discrete-time domain is not clearly defined since continuous scaling
along the lines of (2.2) is not defined in discrete-time. Though upsampling and down-
sampling of the discrete-time sequence offer operations similar to scaling, they do not
provide scaling over a continuum. Due to the difficulty of scaling in discrete-time,
authors have chosen definitions that avoid time scaling. For example, one definition
characterizes a stationary discrete-time random process in (2.12) as exactly second
order self-similar. Second order self-similar processes have similar characteristics to
continuous-time self-similar processes. For instance, let
1
mk
i=mkm+1
where q(n) is an increment process defined in (2.12). This summation is analogous to
the integral in (2.5). Then [3],
. m
i=i
and
var
{q } = var[a } = a2m2H~2. (2.19)
Therefore, a second order self-similar process q(n) has a similar property to the con
tinuous process in (2.3).
Discrete-time second-order self-similar processes are stationary unlike the continuous-
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time self-similar processes. Furthermore, since a point of a second-order self-similar
process is calculated by the difference of adjacent values of a sampled continuous-time
self-similar process, it is used to synthesize a sampled self-similar process by adding up
values of the second-order self-similar process. Therefore, a sampled fractional Brow
nian motion is synthesized from the discrete-time fractional Gaussian noise, which is
a Gaussian process with second-order self-similarity. The fractional Gaussian noise is
simulated by various methods using its characteristics such as power spectrum, auto
correlation, fractional filtering, and wavelet transform [1,72,90].
The fractional autoregressive integrated moving average (FARIMA) processes are
another type of self-similar process [37]. Let B be the backward shift operator defined
by Bx{n) x{n 1). Then a FARIMA(p, d, q) process x(n) is defined by
4>{B)Vdx(n) = 9{B)w{n), ~ < d < i, (2.20)
where
p Q
<j>(B) = 1 - E <f>kBk, 6{B) = 1 - E ekBk,
fc=i fc=i
V-
- (1 - Bf -gQ (")' " tm^0ITT)(~Bf, (2.21)
and w(n) is a white noise input. Then x(n) is generated from white noise by
x(n) = V~d<f)-l(B)9{B)w{n). (2.22)
If d = 0, a FARIMA(p, 0, q) process becomes an ordinary ARMA process, and the
fractional Gaussian noise can be expressed as FARIMA(0, d, 0).
It has been shown that the power spectrum P(u) and autocorrelation R(k) of
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stationary FARIMA(p, d, q) processes satisfy [37],
lim (j2dP(u) < co,
w^
(2.23)
lim kl-2dR{k) < oo.
k>oo
Therefore it has the same asymptotic characteristics as second order self-similar pro
cesses.
A benefit of the FARIMA model over the second-order self-similarity model is that
it has more parameters, and it can generate diverse time series by adjusting additional
parameters p and q, which serve as parameters to control the short and long-range
behavior of the generated processes.
Even though they provide a way to simulate self-similar signals in discrete time,
second-order self-similar processes and FARIMA processes are not defined based on
scaling of processes. Instead, they borrow characteristics of continuous-time self-similar
processes. The first approach to define discrete-time self-similarity with scaling was
attempted by Zhao and Rao [94, 95] . They devised a new scaling operation for discrete
processes based on a frequency warping transform. The frequency warping transform
converts frequency in discrete-domain, to G [it, tt] to frequency in continuous domain,
0, e [-co, oo]. Scaling of a discrete-time process with an arbitrary factor is performed
in the frequency domain after frequency warping, and a scaled discrete-time process is
obtained by the inverse procedures. Discrete-time self-similarity is defined in a similar
way to the continuous-time self-similarity definition in (2.1). This approach will be
covered with details in Chapter 3 because it forms the basis of the 2-D formulation
being introduced in this dissertation.
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2.3 Statistical Self-Similarity in Two Dimensions
Statistical self-similarity in two dimensional continuous space is defined by spatial scal
ing of a random field similar to the 1-D definition. A 2-dimensional random field is
self-similar if [82]
x(t) = a~Hx(at), a > 0. (2.24)
where t = [ti, *2]'r- The definition is a direct extension of the 1-D self-similarity, and it
relies on the spatial scaling by the same factor a along both axes. Though this definition
is generally accepted and widely used for 2-D self-similarity, it has limitations, which
are addressed in Chapter 4.
Levy fractional Brownian field [82] is a counterpart of the 1-D fractional Brownian
motion. It is defined as a Gaussian random field x(t) with zero mean and autocorrela
tion function
2
{x(t)x(s)} = y{||t||2H+||s||2"-||t-s||2"}, a>0,0<H<l. (2.25)
The Levy fractional Brownian field is an isotropic self-similar random field whose (gen
eralized) power spectrum is circularly symmetric, and it is the only Gaussian field
with stationary increments in the strong sense. A random field x(t) has stationary
increments in the strong sense if
x(g(t)) - x(g(0)) == X(t) - x(0) (2.26)
for all rigid body motion g(t) [82].
The two-dimensional isotropic fractional Brownian field can also be interpreted as
a stochastic integral in the mean square sense of 2-dimensional fractional Gaussian
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noise [81]
1 /-oo
WH(t) =( )2 y eikxG(k) d/3(k), (2.27)
where /3(k) is a 2-dimensional ordinary Brownian field and the fractional filter G(k) is
defined as
G(k) = ||k||-H. (2.28)
Then for 1/2 < H < 2, the 2-dimensional fractional Brownian motion P#(t) is defined
as
BH(t)= [ WH(r)dr. (2.29)Jo
Reed et al. [81] showed that autocorrelation of such a process has the form in (2.25).
They also defined a generalized power spectrum of Pf/(t) as 3>bh(u;) = ||w||-2-ff-2.
Applications of the fractional Brownian field is limited to isotropic self-similar ran
dom fields, and it is desirable to develop anisotropic self-similar random field models.
The fractional Brownian sheet [77] is an example of anisotropic self-similar random
fields. It is a Gaussian process with the covariance function
TV
E{x(t)x(s)} oc J] (\tt\2Hi + \Si\2H* - \U - Si|2*) . (2.30)
fc=i
The power spectrum of the fractional Brownian sheet is a separable extension of the
1-D fractional Brownian motion. Some other types of anisotropic self-similar random
field models, which are obtained by generalizing the fractional Brownian field, are found
in [44,75].
For 1-dimensional discrete-time, one approach to the statistical self-similarity def
inition is to define second-order self-similar processes, which are stationary increment
sequences of ordinary self-similar processes. Another approach involves the digitizing
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of non-stationary continuous-time self-similar processes such as the fractional Brown
ian motion. In 2-dimensional discrete space, the latter approach, which is to utilize
continuous space self-similar random fields in discrete-spaces, is usually applied. For
example, discretization of the fractional Brownian random field is a popular approach.
The midpoint random displacement method is the simplest algorithm to get an
approximated fractional Brownian field in discrete-space. It uses the stationary variance
of increments of the isotropic fractional Brownian field expressed as
var{x(t) - x(s)} = ||t - s||2iV. (2.31)
Fig. 2.6 shows the result of the first stage of the algorithm. The first four pixels
Pi; P2) P3, and p4 are generated with a Gaussian distribution with variance a2. The
additional point p$ is determined by adding a Gaussian random value with variance
r2Ha2 to the value obtained by bilinear interpolation of the previous four points, where
r is the distance from point p5 to the points in the previous stage. This procedure is
iterated until a desired resolution is obtained. This method provides a simple and fast
algorithm to simulate fractional Brownian fields. However, it fails to generate a self-
similar random field having stationary increments, since the stationarity is considered
only between adjacent pixels during the generation procedure. Some variations of this
method to overcome this drawback are introduced by Peitgen et. al. [72] .
Another approach to simulate the fractional Brownian field in discrete space is to
use its power spectrum, which is called the spectral synthesis algorithm. As discussed
previously, the continuous-space isotropic fractional Brownian field has the generalized
power spectrum
S(|M|) ex ||u,||-(2*+2). (2.32)
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Figure 2.6: First stage of the random midpoint displacement method.
The purpose of the spectral synthesis algorithm is to construct discrete space random
fields having power spectral behavior similar to the expression for its continuous space
counterpart (2.32). The magnitude of the random field in the frequency domain is
generated by multiplying the white Gaussian random noise and the squared root of the
power spectrum in equation (2.32). The phase of the random field is obtained from a
uniform distribution. The fractional Brownian motion can then be obtained through
the inverse discrete Fourier transform of the magnitude and phase information in the
frequency domain. This does not require iteration algorithms unlike the random mid
point methods, and the power spectrum of the generated random fields are reasonably
accurate. The desired resolution is obtained by adjusting the size of the frequency do
main representation. This method is the basis of algorithms for the self-similar random
field generation algorithms in [45,75].
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Kaplan and Kuo [45] simulated the fractional Brownian random field in discrete-
space using its stationary increments. The fractional Brownian field, if it is sampled
by a sampling period Ax in both x and y direction, has the following autocorrelation:
PiB(mx, my; nx, ny) = E[B(Axmx, Axmy)B(Axnx, Axny)]
2
= \Ax\2H[(f)(mx,my) + 4>{nx,ny) - 4>(nx mx,ny my)],
(2.33)
where,
4>(x,y)= [Vx2 + y2) (2-34)
is known as a structure function. Due to the self-similarity, the correlation of the
fractional Brownian field is invariant to the chosen scale or sampling rate, and the
sampling rate Ax can be set to one. They defined the first-order and second-order
stationary discrete increments of 2-D fBm as
Ix(mx,my) = B(mx + l,my) B(mx,my)
(2.35)
Iy{mx,my) = B(mx,my + 1) - B{mx,my),
and
l2(mx,my) = Ix(mx, my + 1) - Ix(mx, my)
= Ly(mx + 1, my) - Iy(mx, my)
= B{mx + 1, my + 1) + B(mx, my) - B{mx + 1, my) - B(mx, my + 1).
(2.36)
These stationary increments have their own stationary autocorrelations rx(mx,my),
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ry(mx,my) and r2(mx, my) respectively, which are expressed by the structure function
4>{mx,my). For a self-similar random field they first generated stationary increment
processes Ix, Iy, and I2 from the power spectrums computed by the discrete Fourier
transform of the autocorrelations rx(mx, my), ry(mx, my) and r2(mx, my) using an algo
rithm similar to the one used for the spectral synthesis method. A sampled fractional
Brownian field is obtained by adding the increments iteratively. Fractional Brown
ian fields appearing in Fig. 2.4 are generated by this algorithm. They also suggested
extended self-similarity for anisotropic self-similar random fields by substituting the
structure function <f>(x,y) in (2.34) with (\/||(z, y)T\\li)2H, where ||t||R = \/tTRt for a
positive definite matrix R.
Pesquet-Popescue's approach [75] is similar to Kaplan and Kuo's approach, but it
presents more general methods to synthesize non-stationary random fields, which may
not necessarily be self-similar. She first defines fractional increments A^D'Dn> of order
(D, D') of a random field F(x, y) as
AW>F(s, y; Ax, Ay) = (1 - q)D(l - F{x, y). (2.37)
where
q^1
and
q^1denote shift operators
qllxF{x,y) = F{x~Ax,y), q^F(x,y) = F(x,y - Ay), (2.38)
and the fractional difference operator (1 q~^)D is defined as
-l\D
(1-0 =
*(-i)fc(*)C if d^o
1 if D = 0
(2.39)
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with
'D\ D(D-l)...(D-k + l)
k k\ (2.40)
Then she showed that a 2-D random field F{x,y) with stationary increments of order
(1, 0) and (0, 1) has the correlation function expressed as
E{F(x, y)F(x>, y')} = \ [<f>(x, y) + cf>(x', y') - <j>{x -x',y-y% (2.41)
where </>(x, y) is called the structure function satisfying the following properties:
1. 0(0,0) =0.
2. V(x, y) e R2, 4>{-x, -y) = </>(x, y).
3. V(x,y)eR2, <f>(x,y)K+.
In the Gaussian case, a non-stationary continuous random field F(x, y) is self-similar
according to the definition in (2.24) if and only if (j>{x, y) = p2Hf{9), where 0 < H < 1,
p =
\Jx2+ y2, and 9 = arg(x + iy). The function in (2.34) is a special case of the
structure function satisfying the properties. The algorithm to synthesize discrete-space
self-similar random fields, which are sampled realizations ofF(x, y), is given in [76]. The
algorithm is almost identical to Kaplan's method because it is also using stationarity
of increments of continuous self-similar random fields. An advantage of her model over
Kaplan and Kuo's is that it can generate more general types of non-stationary random
fieldswith stationary increments by changing the structure function. Generated random
fields may not be self-similar depending on the structure functions. Additionally, the
anisotropy of self-similar random fields can be controlled by the 7r-periodic function
f(9). Fig. 2.7 shows some synthesis examples. The images are synthesized with different
structure functions.
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Figure 2.7: Anisotropic random fields synthesized by Pesquet-Popescue's model,
(Pesquet-Popescue and Levy Vehel, [77])
Heneghan et al. [34] utilized a wavelet transform based approach to simulate 2-D
isotropic fractional Brownian fields, which is a generalization ofWomen's wavelet trans
form synthesis method for 1-D self-similar random processes. The wavelet transform
of an isotropic process P(u) is expressed as
W>,b) = i^-(^)B(u)du. (2.42)
where,
*
represents complex conjugate, a > 0 is a scaling factor, b denotes a translation
vector, and ip(u) is the 2-D mother wavelet satisfying the admissibility condition
/ V(u) cm = 0.
Jn (2.43)
They showed that the wavelet coefficient W^(a,b) is a function of the Hurst pa
rameter H as well as the scaling factor a. Their algorithm constructs discrete-space
self-similar random fields from properly chosen sampled wavelet coefficients. The sam-
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pled wavelet coefficients at a resolution constitute a wide-sense stationary random field,
which has a power spectrum related to the parameter H. Constructed discrete-space
self-similar random fields synthesized in this algorithm have "nearly
l/||u>||7" defined
as
/V|
< S(|MI) < ra> (2-44)\\up
- v" M/ ~ \\u)\:
where, K\ and K2 are constants.
How and Leung [39] employed 2-D FARIMA processes to simulate self-similar ran
dom fields. Unlike the previous models, their model generates stationary random fields,
which work similar to the fractional Gaussian noise. Therefore, random fields from the
model can be considered asymptotically second-order self-similar. The formation of
the self-similar random fields was obtained by realizing the power spectrum of the 2-D
FARIMA processes
5(11-11) =^f"! (2-45)
(2sinM)
where
\\u>\\ = yjL>2+u;2, (2.46)
/WIND = |g, (2.47)
and 0(||a?||) and $(||u>||) are autoregressive and moving average polynomials of or
ders m and n. The power spectrum S(||u>||) is considered (second-order) self-similar
asymptotically since
\U)\
-2d
2sin^-l -||^H"2d, for||w||->0. (2.48)
They exploited the spectral synthesis method to synthesize discrete self-similar random
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images with the power spectrum in (2.45).
All of the discussed approaches for discrete space self-similarity are using specific
characteristics of the continuous self-similar random fields such as the power spectrum,
stationary increments, and wavelet transform. Spatial scaling for discrete-images is
not used to define discrete-space self-similarity. The first approach to define discrete
space self-similarity through scaling was proposed by Zhao and Rao [80, 92] . As in the
one dimensional case, they defined a two dimensional discrete space scaling operator
based on a 1-D frequency warping transform. The self-similarity in discrete space is
defined by the mean and autocorrelation of the random field in wide sense using the 2-D
scaling operator. However, this definition is a direct extension of 1-D definition, and
has the same limitations as those of continuous space self-similarity definition, which
are pointed out in Chapter 4.
Chapter 3
One Dimensional Discrete-Time
Self-Similarity
This chapter addresses the problem of defining and representing self-similar signals and
systems in discrete-time. One dimensional self-similar processes are observed in many
areas such as communication networks [55,71], electronic devices [19], sensors [17,52],
economics, and hydrology [22]. In continuous time, the scaling or dilation operation
plays a prominent role in defining self-similarity. However, because dilation is not well
defined in discrete-time, approaches to studying self-similarity in this domain tend to
rely on sample properties of continuous-time self-similar signals, and a direct linkage
with time scaling is avoided. Some of these approaches were introduced in the previous
chapter. This chapter is dedicated to one dimensional discrete-time self-similarity de
fined by discrete-time continuous-dilation scaling. It introduces a discrete-time contin
uous dilation scaling operation and the definition of discrete-time self-similarity based
on the scaling operation. Systems to synthesize such discrete-time self-similar pro
cesses are given, and their characteristics are discussed. Discrete-time self-similarity
29
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is extended for vector processes, and synthesis examples of discrete-time self-similar
vector processes are given.
3.1 A Continuous-Dilation Scaling Operator for Discrete-
Time Signals
For a continuous-time statistical self-similar signal, scaling in time can be accomplished
in principle by frequency scaling of its Fourier transform in the opposite direction
(stretching in time corresponds to contraction in frequency and vice-versa) along with
amplitude scaling. However, the scaling or dilation operation of a signal x(n) in discrete-
time by an arbitrary factor is not well defined. To resolve this problem, Zhao and Rao
[92,95] devised a scaling operator for discrete-time signals that operates over continuous
dilation factors. Consider a deterministic, discrete-time sequence x(n) whose Fourier
transform is
X(u) = G{x{n)} = J2<n)e-^n (3.1)
n
where Q is the discrete-time Fourier transform operator (DTFT). If a discrete-time
scaling operation is defined by frequency scaling of its Fourier transform in the opposite
direction, it will work only for integer scaling factors because of the 27r-periodicity
requirement on the Fourier transform of a discrete-time signal. Operations such as
upsampling, downsampling and fractional sampling rate alteration can have a scaling
interpretation but they do not provide scaling factors over a continuum. Zhao and
Rao defined a scaling operator for discrete-time signals that can work with any real-
valued scaling factor greater than zero using frequency warping. The frequency warping
transform [95]
ft = /M (3.2)
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is a function that transforms a frequency u> [n, it] to fi [00, 00], where u may be
regarded as the frequency variable in the discrete time Fourier transform of a discrete
time signal while 1 is the same for the continuous time Fourier transform of a continuous
time signal. The inverse or unwarping transform uj /_1(J1) maps continuous-time
frequency 0, to discrete-time frequency u>. An example of a warping transform is the
bilinear transform (BLT),
n = 2tan(w/2). (3.3)
Other examples of warping transforms can be found in [95] .
The discrete-time continuous-dilation scaling operator <Sa, (a > 0) associated with
a warping transform / is defined by the following input-output relationship.
y(n) = Sa{x(n)} = aQ'1{X[Aa(co)}} , (3.4)
where x(n) and y(n) are the input and output sequences respectively, X(uj) is the
discrete-time Fourier transform of x(n),
Q~l denotes the inverse discrete-time Fourier
transform (IDTFT),
9-x{X{u>)} = -^
fW
X{u)e^n dw (3.5)
and Aa(cj) = /_1[a/(w)]. Observe that it is possible to have a < 1. Additionally,
the scaled sequence depends on the warping transform. The scaling procedures by the
operator <Sa is summarized in Fig. 3.1.
The operator Sa is linear and time varying. Furthermore, it is invertible, i.e.,
Si/a {Sa{x(n)}} = x(n) [95]. Since it is linear and time varying, the scaling operator
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Figure 3.1: Block diagram of the discrete-time continuous-dilation scaling operator.
DTFT: discrete-time Fourier transform; IDTFT: inverse discrete-time Fourier trans
form; /: discrete to continuous frequency warping transform.
can be represented using a linear time-varying kernel ga(n, k) as,
y(n) = E x(k)9a(n,k)
k=oo
(3.6)
where
ga{n, k) = Sa{5(n - k)} = ag'^e'^^} (3.7)
The effect of the scaling operation <Sa is illustrated in Fig. 3.2. The discrete-
time scaling operation <Sa was applied to a deterministic discrete time process x(n) =
cos(207rn/A/"), where N = 4096. The first 1024 samples were taken from the output of
the scaling operator to avoid the distortion due to the finite number of samples of the
input process. The original discrete time process is scaled by factors a = 0.5, y/2, and
2.
For a stochastic input sequence x(n) and scaling operator kernel ga(n, k), the auto
correlation function of the output y(n) = Sa{x(n)} is
Ryy(n,ri) = E{y(n)y(n')} = ^2^2E{x(k)x(k')}ga(n,k)ga(n',k')
k k' (3.8)
= Sata{Rxx(n,n')},
where <Sa,0 is the application of first along n (or n') and then
n' (or n). Hence, the
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(a) a = 1
Scaled process by a =1 4142
(b) a = 0.5
Scaled process by a -2
IK 200 300 400 500
(c) a = V2 (d) a = 2
Figure 3.2: Scaling operation of a deterministic discrete-time process with (a) a 1
(original process), (b) a = 0.5, (c) a = \/2 , and (d) a = 2.
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output autocorrelation function is a scaled version (by a on both variables) of the input
autocorrelation function. Moreover, it has been shown that if the input to the scaling
operator Sa is a discrete-time, zero-mean, and wide-sense stationary random process
with power spectral density Px(uj), then the output y(n) is also wide-sense stationary
with power spectral density given by
_
a2Px[Aa{u)}
py{u) ~ |A'|
' (3-9)
where A'a(u) is the first derivative of Aa(u) with respect to to [93,94].
These two properties regarding the scaling operation and stochastic processes play
major roles to define self-similarity in discrete-time and to construct systems for syn
thesis of discrete-time self-similar processes.
3.2 Statistical Self-Similarity in Discrete-Time
Using the scaling operator Sa, self-similarity of discrete-time stochastic signals can be
defined on the lines of the continuous-time definition.
Definition 3.1. A discrete-time random signal x(n) is self-similar with degree H in
the wide-sense if and only if it satisfies the following equations
E{Sa{x(n)}} = a~HE{x(n)}
(3.10)
Sa,a{Rxx(n,n')} = a ^^(n.n')
for any a > 0, where Rxx(n,n') is the autocorrelation function of the sequence x(n).
For the rest of this chapter, only zero-mean discrete-time random processes will be
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considered for simplicity. Then, the self-similarity definition reduces to
Pxx[Aa(u),Aa(u')] = a-2H-2Pxx(u,J) (3.11)
where Pxx{u,ui') is the two dimensional Fourier transform of the autocorrelation func
tion of x(n) defined as
Pxx{u>u') = EEi^(n'n')e"j("nWn')- (3-12)
n n'
Furthermore, if a discrete time random process x(n) is wide-sense stationary, the self-
similarity definition can be simplified as
Px[Aa(u>)]
_ 2H-2p /, A fonl
where Px (u>) is the power spectral density of the signal. Therefore, a stationary random
process with power spectral density that satisfies (3.13) is statistically self-similar in
the wide sense. For a warping transform /(w), the discrete-time wide sense stationary
stochastic process x(n) with power spectrum
x{)
~
wm (3-14)
where f'(u) is the derivative of / with respect to ui, satisfies (3.13), and consequently
the process x(n) is a discrete-time self-similar process with H = (r + l)/2.
The power spectrum provides an approach to generate discrete-time processes. It
can be shown that for the BLT the power spectral density in (3.14) satisfies the Paley-
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Wiener condition [70] for any r E R. Therefore, Px{u) can be factored as a product
Px(u) = L(u)L*(oj) (3.15)
for some L(u). Here * denotes complex conjugation. The corresponding stochastic
self-similar process can therefore be generated by passing white noise through a lin
ear system with frequency response L(u). The impulse response of the system can
be derived simply as the inverse discrete-time Fourier transform of L(u). A class of
discrete-time stationary self-similar random processes parameterized by r and the vari
ance of the input white noise can thus be formulated.
For the BLT the power spectral density in (3.14) is
P*M =T^ -
' l-cos2(u;/2)
|/'H|
~
L cos>/2)
Let z = e*w , then one can derive a transfer function
r/2
cos2(w/2). (3.16)
L(z) = 2r/2"1(l - z-l)T/2{l + z'1)1^/2 (3.17)
from the power spectrum in (3.16). A system with the transfer function L(z) provides
a self-similar output with a white noise input. Some examples of self-similar processes
with different Hurst parameters from this system are given in Fig. 3.3.
The wide-sense self-similarity of a synthesized process can be examined by scaling
the autocorrelation of the process by the operator Sa. The autocorrelation Rxx(k) is
estimated from several realizations of a zero mean self-similar process x(n) generated
from the filter L(z). Then RxX(k) was scaled by a factor a using the operator Sa. Let
Ra(k) = Sa{RxX{k)} be the output of the scaling operator. To investigate whether the
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(a) r = 0.9 (H = -0.85)
50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500
(b) r = -0.9 (H = -0.05)
Figure 3.3: Examples of discrete-time self-similar random processes for the case of
bilinear transform. They are obtained by passing zero-mean Gaussian white noise
through a linear system with the transfer function given by (3.17).
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signal satisfies the conditions in (3.10), Ra(k) is compared with a~2HRxx(k). Fig. 3.4
shows the results. The parameter r for this simulation is fixed to 0.6, and scaling
factors are \J\f2, \[2, 2, and 2.5. As shown in the plots, Ra(k) and a~2HRxx(k)
are almost identical for all a values, which confirms that the generated signal x(n) is
self-similar in terms of the definition in (3.10).
3.3 Properties of the White Noise Driven Model
This section examines properties of the discrete-time self-similaritymodel and compares
with other existing self-similarity models.
3.3.1 Stationarity
As mentioned in the previous chapter, a continuous time self-similar signal is generally
non-stationary. However, discrete-time self-similar processes generated as white-noise
driven outputs of the L(z) filter for2 < r < 4 are stationary since they are outputs of
a stable linear time-invariant system with stationary inputs. This is a major departure
from continuous-time self-similar signals.
The next simulation examines if a relationship similar to (2.6) holds for a discrete-
time self-similar process, and it has been found that the relationship holds true over a
wide range of values of r. In this experiment the size of the L(z) filter is chosen to be
2048 by truncating its impulse response. The length of the unit variance, zero mean
white Gaussian noise input was 100,000 samples. Sample variances over blocks of m
samples were computed for logm going from 0 to 4. An example for r = 0.2 is shown
in Fig. 3.5. The corresponding H is 0.6. The range of these values is outside that
considered valid for exactly second order self-similar processes. However, notice that
the discrete-time process x(n) here is similar in definition to the continuous-time signal
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Figure 3.4: Self-similarity test using an autocorrelation function of a discrete-time self-
similar process and its scaled versions by different scaling factors. Lines with circles
and crosses represent the autocorrelations multiplied by a~2H of the original process
and its scaled version respectively
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Figure 3.5: Variance-time plots of the self-similar processes generated by the filter L[z).
Follows (2.6). Slope at 2H .
y(t) in (2.2) and not to the second-order self-similar process in (2.12). The relation
between the system output and second-order self-similar process is discussed later.
3.3.2 Long-range dependence
A stationary process is long range dependent if there exists a real number f3 (0, 1)
and a constant cp > 0 such that
W-+0 Cp\Lj\~P
(3.18)
where P(uj) is the power spectrum density of the process [3].
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Theorem 3.1. For the bilinear transform, the stationary self-similar process x(n) gen
erated by the system L(z) is long range dependent when 1 < r < 0 and the correspond
ing range of the Hurst parameter is 1/2 < H < 0.
Proof. The power spectrum of the output of proposed model is obtained by substituting
the expression for the BLT from (3.3) in (3.14);
P(to) = 2r\ tan(w/2)r cos2(w/2). (3.19)
We have
Um PM _ ^ y|tan(W2)rcos>/2) _ ^W
w?ocp|cj|-^ uj>o cp|u>| & uj^-o cp\u)\ P
From (3.18) and (3.20), it follows that for (3 = -r, -1 < r < 0, and cP = 1 that the
system L(z) exhibits long-range dependence, and the corresponding range of the Hurst
parameter is 1/2 < H < 0. ?
3.3.3 Asymptotic second order self-similarity
Let
qD(n) = x(n) - x(n - 1), (3.21)
where x(n) is a discrete-time self-similar process generated from L(z) with the bilinear
warping transform. Then qo (n) is obtained by a first order difference operation on the
self-similar signal. This introduces a (1 - z~l) term in (3.17)
Ls{z) = (l-z-l)L{z) (3.22)
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where subscript s stands for second-order. In this case, the range of r for stability is
4 < r < 4. As shown by the variance-time plots in Fig. 3.6, computer experiments
indicate the relationship of the form in (2.19) holds for in (3.21).
The process is a discrete-time version of (2.12), and it can be shown that qD(n) is,
in fact, asymptotic second-order self-similar process [79]. Let qk be an aggregated
process of a discrete-time random process qD{n) defined in (2.17). Then qo{n) is
asymptotically second-order self-similar if the autocorrelation R^m\k) of g^ for large
m satisfies
lim R(-m)(k) = RJk), (3.23)
m >oo
where Rq{k) is the autocorrelation function of q(n). The condition in (3.23) is known
to be equivalent to [14,55,88]
var<3-(m)
hm 0 = const. (3.24)
m>-oo rn
It can be shown that the power spectrum of qu (n) has the property that
lim q\ ' = 1 (3.25)
for 1/2 < H < 1, which is equivalent to [3]
This, according to [88], implies that the process <?#(") satisfies the condition for asymp
totic second-order self-similarity in (3.24). The autocorrelation of the output of the
Ls(z) filter is plotted in Fig. 3.7 against the autocorrelation of fractional Gaussian
noise which is a Gaussian second-order self-similar process. The plots generally fol-
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Figure 3.6: Variance-time plots of the second-order self-similar processes generated by
the filter Ls(z). Slope 2H - 2
low similar trends confirming the asymptotic second order self-similarity of synthesized
processes.
3.3.4 FARIMA representation
The fractional autoregressive integrated moving average or FARIMA (p, d, q) model for
a random process x(n) is defined as [3, 37]
<f>(B)Vdx{n) = 9(B)w(n) (3.27)
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(a) r = -2.2, H = 0.6
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(b) r = -2.6, H = O.i
Figure 3.7: Autocorrelation of the Ls(z) filter output (x) against the autocorrelation
of the fractional Gaussian noise (Q) for different r values.
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where Bx(n) = x(n 1), Vd = (1 B)d is the fractional-differencing operator defined
in (2.21), <(P) = 1 - faB (j)pBP, 9(B) = 1 - 9XB 9qB<^ are polynomials
in the backward shift operator B, and w(n) is a white noise process [37]. Thus B is
equivalent to the z~l operator in z-transform notation.
The input-output relationship in the z-domain for the system L(z) is given by
X(z) = 2Tl2-l{\ - 2"1)r/2(l + z-1)1-r/2W()- (3-28)
The above equation can be written as
(1 - z-l)-r'2X{z) = (1 + z~l)l-r/2A(z) (3.29)
where, A(z) = 2T/2~lW(z). This, in turn, can be written as
WdX(z) = (1 + z'^^Aiz) (3.30)
where d = r/2. Hence, the model in (3.17) can be considered as FARIMA(0, d, oo)
since (l + z_1)1+d has an infinite expansion. The method in [3] can be used to compute
the autocorrelation function of the filter output. The input to the filter (1 + z~l)l+d
can be regarded as the white noise driven output of V~d which is a FARIMA(0, d, 0)
process whose autocorrelation function is known to be [3, 37]
7W
(-1)fcr(l~2^)
7 wY{k-d + l)Y{\-k-d) [6-6l)
where
a2 is the variance of the white noise w(n). Then the autocorrelation function of
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the output is given as
7(*) =EEW(* + i-)
j=0 i=0
(3.32)
where /3j are coefficients of expansion of (1 + z 1)1+d:
(l + z-1)1+d= Yil3iz-i.
i=0
3.3.5 The autocorrelation function of the system output
(3.33)
In the previous section, the autocorrelation of the system output is expressed through
the autocorrelation of a FARIMA(0, d, 0) process. This section presents a different
approach to derive the autocorrelation functions of self-similar processes generated
from the system L(z) and Ls(z) in the case of the bilinear warping transform. The
approach uses the fact that the autocorrelation is the inverse transform of the power
spectrum of a stationary random process. That is
R(k) = -^- r P{u)^ du.27r J-W (3.34)
With the BLT, the power spectrum in (3.16) can be written as
r/2 r
^i-'KirtS
l-r/2
(3.35)
and it is a real and symmetric function. Then the autocorrelation R(k) is
R(k) = J
P(Lu)e>k" dw = ^-l P(w)(cos ku + j sin ku) du
TTJO
) cos kujdw = real
IT
f P{uo)ejkuj
Jo
(3.36)
dw
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Now, let
p(k)= [ P(u)ejkuJ du, (3.37)Jo
and x = ui/2. Then,
ctt/2
p(k) =
2r T (sin2 x)r/2(cos2x)1-r/2eJ'2fcl2dx
./O
=
2r+1 T 2(sin2x)r/2(cos2x)1-r/2e^2fca:dx.
Jo
(3.38)
Let
Then,
p = r/2, and v = 1 - r/2. (3.39)
/t/2
p(fc) =
2r / sin2" x cos21'x eJ'2fcl2dx. (3.40)
When /x = r/2 > 1/2 and v = 1 r/2 > 1/2, or equivalently when 1 < r < 3, it is
known that the integral in (3.40) can be expressed using a hypergeometric function [33]
7-1 7(7 + l)-l-2 , .
a(a + l)(a + 2)/?Qg + !)(/? + 2) 3
{ ' >
7(7 + l)(7 + 2)- 1-2-3
Z
and the beta function
*-w-
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Using the equation 3.892.3 in [33, p. 480], (3.40) can be written as
oH-l
r
P(k) =22M+2,+i [enT{k-l/-1/2)B(k -p-u,2u + \)F{-2p, k - p - v; 1 + k - p + v; -1)
+ejlT{fM+1/2)B(k -p-u,2p + l)F(-2v, k - p - v; 1 + k + p - v; -1)
,jn(k+r/2-3/2)B(k _ ^ 3 _ r)F(_rj jfc _ 1; k - r + 2; -1)
+eJ7r(r/2+i/2)p^ - 1, r + l)P(r - 2, fc - 1; fc + r; -1)
=2r-2
(3.43)
Consequently,
R(k) = -real [p(jfc)]
7T
= -2r-2[cos 7r(fc + r/2 - 3/2)B(k - 1, 3 - r)P(-r, jfe - 1; fc - r + 2; -1)] (3.44)
7T
+ cos7r(r/2 + l/2)B(k - 1, r + l)P(r - 2, fc - 1; fc + r; -1)].
Similarly, the autocorrelation Rs(k) of the output of Ls(z) is derived as
Rs(k) = -2r-2[cos7r(fc + r/2 - 3/2)P(fc - 2, 3 - r)P(-2 - r, fc - 2; fc - r + 1; -1)]
7T
+ cos7r(r/2 + 3)P(fc - 2, r + 3)P(r - 2, fc - 2; fc + r + 1; -1)]
(3.45)
when 3 < r < 3.
3.4 Self-Similarity of Vector Processes
Wide sense self-similarity of vector processes x(i) = [x\(t] , X2(t)} is defined by con
sidering the cross-correlation between channels as well as the autocorrelation of each
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channel of a process. Let
R**(*i,*2) = {x(ti)xt(ti)}
E{xi(t)xi(t)} E{xi(t)x2(t)}
E{x2it)x1(t)} E{x2(t)x2(t)}
(3.46)
where t indicates Hermitian or complex transpose, be the correlation matrix of a
continuous-time vector random process x(i). It is self-similar with parameter H if
E{x(t/a)} = a-HE{x(t)}
Rxx(t/a, s/a) = a~2HRxX(t, s), a > 0.
(3-47)
Self-similarity of discrete-time vector processes can be defined similarly using the
discrete-time scaling operator.
Definition 3.2. Let x(n) [xi(n), . . . xk(n)}T be a discrete-time vector process with
the correlation matrix
Rxx{n1,n2) = ;{x(m)xt(n1)} (3.48)
Then, x(n) is wide-sense self-similar if it satisfies
(3.49)
Sa{E{xL(n)}} = a-HE{x(n)}
Saa {Rocx(i, n2)} = a~2HRxx(ni,n2), a > 0,
where scaling operation Sa and Sa:Q are applied to each element in the matrix.
For simplicity, only zero mean 2-D vector processes are considered for further in-
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vestigations. Then, the correlation matrix becomes
Rxx(fc) =
Rx2X\\k) KX2X2[k)
(3.50)
Applying (3.14) to each element of the correlation matrix Rxx(fc) & matrix representa
tion of (3.14) can easily be derived as
|AI
with
Pxx[AaM] = a"^-2Pxx(u;)
(W) a{Rxx(fc)}
(3.51)
(3.52)
L(z)4 (3.53)
where Pxx(u;) is obtained by an element-by-element Fourier transformation of Rxx(fc).
A two-channel system L(z) for discrete-time self-similar vector processes is con
structed as follows; let
L(z) L12(z)
L2i(z) L(z)
where L(z) is the system for 1-D discrete-time self-similar processes defined in (3.17)
and L\2(z) and L2i(z) are arbitrary linear systems to control the cross-correlation
functions between the two channels. The block diagram of the system is presented in
Fig. 3.8. If no correlation exists between channels, L\2(z) and L2i(z) are set to zeros,
and a self-similar vector process is generated simply by applying two uncorrelated white
noise inputs into two separate filters. To generate a vector process with correlation
between the channels two filters are chosen as 12 (^) = aL(u>) and L2i(u>) = f3L(u)
where 0 < a, (3 < 1.
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wj(n) L(co) "^9" xi(n)
Ln{(o)
" L2i(co)
Figure 3.8: Block diagram for two channel self-similar vector process
The power spectrum matrix of the system output is represented as
Pxx(u;) = LHPwwHL^w) (3.54)
Since the white noise input of each channel is zero-mean, unit variance and uncorrelated,
we have
1 0
Pww(w) =
0 1
(3.55)
and (3.54) becomes
Pxx(u;) = L(u)V(u) =
L(u) aL(u)
0L(u) L(lu)
(l + a2)\L(u)\2 (a + (3)\L(u)\2
{a + (3)\L{u)\2 (1 + /32)|LH|2
L*(uj) f3L*{u)
aL*(u) L*(u)
(3.56)
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where L*{u) is complex conjugate of L(u>). Substituting each element of (3.56) with
(3.14), it is easy to show that the power spectrum matrix (3.56) satisfies (3.51). The
cross-correlation function between two channels can be controlled by choosing proper
a and j3.
The output of the system L(cj) is an ideal case of discrete-time self-similar vector
processes. In practice, even if each channel of a vector process possesses self-similar
characteristics, the crosscorrelations between channels may not fulfill the self-similarity
condition in (3.49). Such a vector process can be generated by choosing arbitrary filters
for aL\2(u>) and /3L2i(w) instead of aL(to) and (3L(u>) . Furthermore, it is possible for
each channel of the vector process to have a different Hurst parameter from each other.
That is, consider a system
LH =
Ln(w) aLu(u)
(3L2i{uj) L22(uj)
(3.57)
where Lu(u) and L22{w) have different Hurst parameters Li2(w) and L2i(u>) are arbi
trary linear systems. Then the power spectrum matrix becomes
Pxx(w)
|Ln(w)|2 + a2|L12H| aLl2{uj)L*22{uj) + (3Ln(uj)L*21{io)
aL22(u/)Lf2(w) + 0L2i(u)L*n{u) |L22(a;)|2 + f32\L2i{u)\
(3.58)
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By choosing a, (3 -C 1, the matrix can be approximated as
Pxx(^)
|LnH|2
aL12{u)L*22(u) + (3Ln(u))L*2l(to)
aL22{u)L\2{uj) + /3L2i(u>)L*u(u>) |L22(u;)|2
(3.59)
Hence, the output of each channel is still self-similar while the crosscorrelation function
is dependent on the systems L\2{uj) and L2\{uj). One potential application of the
suggested system is to model multi-channel self-similar network traffic which may have
any correlation between channels.
3.5 Application of Discrete Time Self-Similarity to Mod
eling of Multi-Channel Wireless Network Traffic
This section provides examples of the application of the proposed self-similarity model.
First, a two-channel self-similar vector process was synthesized using the system (3.53),
and tested whether the output of the system obeys (3.49). The self-similar parameter
H = 0.2 is used for both channels. To control the correlation functions between
channels, 0.1 is used for a and f3. Fig. 3.9 shows the two-channel system vector process
output. To verify self-similarity of the output, the autocorrelation functions RXlxi{k),
Rxixi(k) and the crosscorrelation function RXlx2(k) were scaled by the operator Sa
with a dilation factor a = 2. Then, scaled correlation functions were compared with
a~2HRXlXl(k),
a~2HRX2X2(k) and a~2HRXlX2(k) . As presented in Fig. 3.10, correlation
functions of matrix (marked by triangles) and (marked by circles) are almost identical,
and it confirms the vector self-similarity between two channels.
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(a) Channel 1
(b) Channel 2
Figure 3.9: Two channel self-similar vector process synthesized by the system in (3.53)
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Figure 3.10: Comparison of the autocorrelation functions (a) a 2HRXlxi(k) (A) vs.
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To simulate a practical multi-channel network traffic trace, self-similarity was ex
amined from a set of two-channel wireless network traffic traces. Wireless data was
collected by Narasimha [53] with the help of the Information and Technology Services
(ITS) department at the Rochester Institute of Technology. The wireless network is
based on IEEE 802.11b standard that operates at license free 2.4GHz band. The mea
surements were done at the two access points located in the university library since
these are the most heavily loaded points. The traffic collected consisted ofmostly mul
timedia contents. The data was collected using simple network management protocol
(SNMP). Snapshots were taken every minute using a constantly incrementing counter
of the number of clients and the number of octets/minute at these access points. The
throughput was then calculated from the collected data. The wireless multimedia data
was collected five days a week for over 5 weeks. The throughputs at the two access
points (bytes/min) of the first week are shown in Fig. 3.11 (a) and (b). The degree
of self-similarity is estimated using the variance-time plot and R/S plot in Fig. 3.12.
Estimated Hurst parameters of two channels for 5 weeks are given in Table 3.1. Though
estimated Hurst parameters by the two methods deviate from each other in some cases,
the behavior of the estimation plots indicates self-similarity of both channels. Unlike
the ideal case observed in the previous experiment, the cross-correlation function be
tween two channels in Fig. 3.12 (c) does not satisfy the self-similarity definition in
(3.49). Moreover, Hurst parameters estimated from the data indicate that the two
channels may have different self-similarity.
To simulate two-channel wireless data with the existence of correlation and differ
ent Hurst parameters, a vector process is generated with two parameters Hi = 0.8
and H2 = 0.85. In this experiment the system Ls(z) in (3.22) was chosen instead of
L(z) to simulate second order self-similar processes. Parameters a and (3 were chosen
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Figure 3.11: The throughputs at the two access points (bytes/min) of the first week
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Figure 3.12: The Hurst parameter estimation plots of the wireless LAN traffic from the
1st
week.
Table 3.1: Estimated Hurst parameters through 5 weeks
Estimation
Method
Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5
CHI
Variance-Time
R/S Statistics
0.8493
0.7745
0.7362
0.8108
0.8576
0.7633
0.8807
0.7852
0.8190
0.7881
CH2
Variance-Time
R/S Statistics
0.8554
0.8340
0.8161
0.8385
0.8375
0.8184
0.8120
0.8292
0.8490
0.8367
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Figure 3.13: Autocorrelation and cross-correlation functions of the wireless LAN traffic
from the 1st week, (a) -Rn(fc) (b) R22(k) and (c) Rn(k)
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empirically to be 0.01 for both. Additionally it has been shown that the marginal dis
tribution of wireless data has a heavy-tailed distribution [69] . Therefore the model for
the marginal distribution is the Pareto PDF,
p(x) = akax~{a+1\ a, k > 0, x < fc. (3.60)
Fig. 3.14 and Fig. 3.15 show the output process of each channel and the Hurst parameter
estimation plots respectively. Fig. 3.16 depicts the autocorrelation and cross correlation
plots of the generated random vector process. Though they exhibit different ranges,
overall shapes of cross-correlation in Fig. 3.10 and Fig. 3.16 are very similar.
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Figure 3.14: Synthesized 2 channel network traffic with different Hurst parameters.
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Figure 3.15: The Hurst parameter estimation plots of the synthesized 2 channel network
traffic
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Figure 3.16: Autocorrelation and cross-correlation functions of the synthesized 2 chan
nel network traffic (a) Pn(fc) (b) R22(k) and (c) Pi2(fc)
Chapter 4
Two Dimensional Discrete-Space
Self-Similarity
A two dimensional random field in continuous space is statistically self-similar in the
wide sense if its mean and autocorrelation functions are invariant with respect to spatial
scaling. Applications of such self-similar random fields span remote sensing [18,66,84],
medical imaging [41,68], texture analysis/synthesis [43,48], and natural scene modeling
[74].
Statistical self-similarity of 2-D random fields has typically been defined in terms
of spatial scaling [82] with the same factors along both axes as given in (2.24). Though
this definition, which is a direct extension of the 1-D definition [3,82], is widely accepted
for continuous-space self-similarity [13,27,72,75,77], it is restrictive in the sense that
various random fields that demonstrate aspects of self-similarity are not covered by it.
Furthermore, in discrete-space, self-similar random fields are usually characterized
by indirect approaches rather than spatial scaling for discrete images. Mostly, it takes
the form of using stationary increments [35,45,76], power law [6,72,81] and wavelet
64
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transform [34] of the fractional Brownian field. The approach to define discrete-space
self-similarity that relies on spatial scaling has been attempted by Zhao and Rao [80,92].
However, this approach is also restrictive.
The key contributions of this chapter are (1) it provides a definition for statistical
self-similarity in continuous-space that is more general than the current definition, (2)
it develops a formalism for self-similarity based on scaling that works in discrete-space
rather than continuous-space, and (3) it presents synthesis algorithms and examples of
discrete-space self-similar random fields.
4.1 Generalized Self-Similarity in Continuous-Space
Statistical self-similarity in continuous-space is defined by the isotropic scaling as rep
resented in (2.24). The definition is restated here for convenience. A continuous-space
random field x(t), t = [ii,i2]r is statistically self-similar in the strict-sense if
x(t) = a'Hx(at), a > 0, (4.1)
where, = denotes equality of the finite-dimensional distributions and H is called the
Hurst parameter. This definition is a direct extension of the 1-D self-similarity and
characterizes the behavior of a random field when it is scaled isotropically. However,
as shown in the following examples, it has limitations in capturing certain types of
self-similarity.
Example 4.1. Suppose a self-similar random field h]_(ti,t2) is composed of two inde
pendent 1-D random processes f\(t) and g\(t) as
hi(h,t2) = h(ti)gi(t2) (4.2)
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where fi(h) and 31(^2) are 1-D self-similar processes with the same Hurst parameter
H\. Then the process h\(t\,t2) has self-similar properties when each dimension is scaled
with different factors. That is,
hiihte) = fx{ti)gi{t2)
= (a6)-Hl/i(a*i)0i(6t2) (4-3)
= (ab)~Hlhi{at1,bt2).
However, this cannot be captured by the definition in (4.1). Obviously, random fields
that satisfy (4.3) also satisfy (4.1), but the converse is not true. For example, Levy
fractional Brownian field in (2.25) satisfies (4.1) but it does not satisfy (4.3).
Example 4.2. Another possible irregular self-similar random field is a directional self-
similar random field. Suppose a random field /i2(ii, 2) is composed of two independent
random processes f2(t) and g2{t), where only f2{t\) is self-similar with H2. Then,
^2(^1,^2) can be written as
h2(h,t2) = f2{h)g2(t2)
I a-H*f2(at1)92(t2) (4-4)
= a-H2h2(atut2).
Clearly, /i2(^i>^2) is directionally self-similar with a property that cannot be expressed
by the definition in (4.1).
The problem with the definition in (4.1) is that it is a direct adoption of the one
dimensional definition of self-similarity, and the additional degree of freedom obtained
by moving to two dimensions is not used. Therefore, an alternative definition for two
dimensional self-similarity is required to express more general types of self-similarity.
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The following new definition is defined based on matrix scaling that proves to be more
general.
Definition 4.1. A random field x(t) is self-similar for a matrix class C with the index
H if, for a non-singular matrix A 6 C,
x(t) = \DA\~H/2x(At) (4.5)
where Da = det A.
It is now seen that the definition in (4.1) is a special case of the new definition and
holds for the class of diagonal matrices with equal entries, i. e., matrices of the form
a 0
0 a
, a > 0. (4.6)
According to the new definition, the separable self-similar random field h\(t) is self-
similar with respect to matrices of the class given by
A =
a 0
0 b
, a,b>0. (4.7)
On the other hand, the random field /12(f) in (4.4) can be defined as a self-similar
random field with respect to the class of matrices
A =
a 0
0 1
, a > 0. (4.8)
Additionally, the Levy fractional Brownian field in (2.25) is self-similar with respect to
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rotation as well as isotropic scaling. Hence, it is self-similar with respect to the class
of matrices
cos 9 sin (
A = a
sin tf cos (
(4.9)
Accordingly, using the new self-similarity definition in (4.5), it is possible to characterize
much wider range of self-similarity.
4.2 Discrete-Space Scaling in Two Dimensions
This section formulates a scaling operator in discrete-space that leads to developing a
framework for treating self-similarity on lines similar to that for continuous space as in
(4.5). Armed with such a formalism for discrete-space, it is possible to address the issue
of self-similarity in digital images. The 1-D warping transform plays a fundamental role
for 1-D discrete-time scaling. Similarly, 2-D frequency warping transform can be defined
for spatial scaling for discrete images.
Definition 4.2. Let f(u) be a 1-D warping function defined in (3.2). Then the vector
valued function
Q., f(,,u \
(4.10)
is a 2-D frequency warping transform. Inversely, the unwarping transform i~l{l)
maps S7 into u, and
n = f(u) 4
n2
=
a; = f-1(fi)4
U>2
(4.11)
In continuous space, transformation by a matrix A 1 of a 2-D image x(t) resulting
in x(A-1t) can be accomplished in the frequency domain as well as in the spatial
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domain using the continuous Fourier transform XA(fl) of x(A_1t) [31]
XA(Q) = \DA\X(ATn), (4.12)
where, A is a non-singular matrix and Da is the determinant of the matrix A. Scaling
of a discrete image is achieved in the frequency domain with the help of the 2-D warping
transform. Based on the warping transform, a matrix scaling operation 7a is defined
in 2-D discrete-space.
Definition 4.3. Let n = [n\,n2]T- A scaling operation TA by a non singular matrix
A in 2-D discrete-space associated with a 2-D warping transform f is defined by the
following input-output relationship:
y(n) = TA{x(n)} 4 Q^ {\DA\X(AA(u>))} , (4.13)
where DA = detA,
AA(u,)4ri[ATf(u,)], (4.14)
and X{tjj) is a Fourier transform representation of x(n) defined as
I(W) = C;2[x(n)]^^x(n)e-^
n
x(n) = g?[X{u,)\ 4 -^-jx{u)Jdu.
(4.15)
The discrete-space scaling operation 7a by amatrix A is computed by the following
procedures.
1. Compute the Fourier transform X(u) of x(n) using (4.15).
2. Map a frequency vector u into a continuous frequency vector ft through the
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x(n) *(<) X(l) *(") X (ml x(n)
DTFT f
Transformation
by
A
f1
Av '
IDTFT
Av '
Figure 4.1: Block diagram of the 2-D discrete-space transform operation.
warping transform f to get
xc(n) = x(r\n)) =
^x(n)e-^-f"1 (O) (4.16)
3. Transform Xc(fl) by a matrix A to form
XA(n) = |DA|^x(n)e-^f-1(AT") (4.17)
4. Apply the unwarping transform to compute
XA(u) = |DA|X>(n)e"J'n'f"[ATf(c (4.18)
5. A scaled image xa(ii) is obtained by the inverse Fourier transform of XA(u).
XA(n) = g2l{XA(u)} (4.19)
The procedure is summarized in Fig. 4.1.
The transform operator TA has the following properties.
1. (Linearity) 7A.{aiXi(n) + a2X2(n)} = ai7A{xi(n)} + a27A{x2(n)}
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Proof.
TA{aiXi(n) + a2x2(n)}
= g21lT^-i[alXl(AA(u)) + a2X2(AA(uj))})UfA' J
, (4-20)
=
ai^1|^X1(AA(a;)) | +c^"1|^X2(AA(u;))
= ai7A{a:i(n)} + a27A{xi(n)}.
?
2. The operator is space-varying, i.e. if y(n) = 7A.{x(n)}, then y(n k) ^ TA{x{n-
k)}
Proof. By Definition 4.3,
y(n) = TA{x(n)} = [Da|(2tt)2 / I>0)< -jAA(w)'lL 1
ej"nduj. (4.21)
Then,
y(n - k) = |DA|(27T)2
(2tt)2
PaI
(2vr)2
|>a|
(27T)2
/
/
/
I
^2x{l)e-iA^u)ml
E*^ -jAA(w).l
gj-(n-k) du;
e0-n-i-k) dw
E^(l)e_iAA(w)'1e^'a;k
E^W' -j(AA(w).l+-k)
eJwnda;
ej"ndw. (4.22)
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However,
TA{x(n-k)} =
\DA
(2
I\Da\(2n)2
E^(m-k)e-jAA(u,)-m
m
E^(l)e-jAA(u,H'+k)
e>u-ndu
e>u'ndu
\Da\ f
(2tt)2 J E^1)*
-3(AA().l+AAM.k) eJU"ndu;.(4.23)
From (4.22) and (4.23), since AA(u) ^ w,
y(n-k)^TA{x(n-k)}. (4.24)
D
3. The operator is order dependent, i. e., 7A.{7B{x(n)}} = TBA{x(n)} ^ TAb{x(ii)}.
Proof.
TA{TB{x(n)}} = TA{\DB\g^{X(AB(u))}}
= TA{\DB\g2l{X{J)}}
= g;l{\DA\\DB\{X{AA(u'))}}
= |DA||DB|g2-1{^(AA(ABM))}, (4.25)
where
u'
= Ab(w), and
AA[AB(w)] = rMA^fH] = r1[(BA)rf(a;)] = ABA(w)- (4-26)
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Therefore,
TA{TB{x(n)}} = IDbaI^WAbaM)} = TBA{x(n)}. (4.27)
However, since AB ^BA,
TA{TB{x(n)}} TAB{x(n)}. (4.28)
n
4. 7i{x(n)} = x(n), where I is an identity matrix.
Proof. From (4.14),
Ai(w) = u, (4.29)
and it follows that
7i{x(n)} = g^UD^XiA^u))} = G?{X{u>)} = x(n). (4.30)
D
5. If y(n) - TA{x(n)}, then x(n) = TA-i{y{n)}.
Proof. From the previous results,
TaMvW} = TA-i{TA{x(n)}} = Tx{x(n)} = x(n). (4.31)
D
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Fig. 4.2 demonstrates scaling examples of a discrete image. The original image in
Fig. 4.2 (a) is generated using cosine functions as
X(h,t2) = (1 - COSW-^)(l - COSUJjj:), (4.32)
where u = 67T, N = 256, and n\ = n2 = 0, 1, . . . , N 1. It is then transformed by
matrices
A =
2.0 0
0 2.0
0.75 0
, and
0.7 0.3
0 0.75 0.3 0.7
(4.33)
Fig. 4.2 (b), (c), and (d) show the results. Fig. 4.3 exhibits examples of transformation
by matrices
A = , and
4
7T
4 <-" 4
The scaling operation 7a can be written as a kernel representation
sin | cos |
(4.34)
xA(n) = TA{x(n)} = Ex(k)5A(n, k) (4.35)
where
gA(n, k) = |M J e-J[k.AAM+.c] du (4.36)
For a random field x(n) and scaling operator kernel gA{n, k), the autocorrelation func
tion of the output image y(n) = 7A.{x(n)} is
it^,(n, n') = JE{y(n)y(n/)}
= EE^x(k)x(k')}9A(n, k)gA(n', k')
k k'
= TAA{P*x(n, n')}
(4.37)
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(a) original image (b) scaled by A = [2, 0; 0, 2]
(c) scaled by A = [0.75, 0; 0, 0.75] (d) scaled by A = [0.7, 0.3; 0.3, 0.7]
Figure 4.2: Transformed images by 7a with different matrices.
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(a) 6 = tt/3
(b) 6 = tt/4
Figure 4.3: Rotated images by 7a with different angles.
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where 7aa is application of 7a first with respect to n (or n') and then with respect to
n' (or n) respectively. Taking the Fourier transform of both sides of (4.37), assuming
they exist, we have
Pyy(u>, u/) = \DA\2Pxx[AA(u), AA(w')l (4.38)
where
Pxx(u>, u/) ^EE^(n' n')e-^-nW-n') (4.39)
n n'
and Pyy(u),u;') is defined similarly. The following theorem is related to the case when
the input image of 7a is wide sense stationary.
Theorem 4.1. // the input to the 2-D discrete-space scaling operator TA is a zero-
mean, wide-sense stationary discrete random field with a power spectrum Px(u>), the
output is also wide-sense stationary with the power spectrum given by
Py{") = |^a|2Px[AaM]
det dAA(u>)dui
where
and
AA(o>)
dAA(u)
du>
Ai(uji,u>2)
A2(ui,u>2)
u =
<jj2
dA.i(tx>i,W2) dA.2(uii,uii)
dull duii
8Ai(uii,ui2) dK2(u>i,u>2)
9ii>2 dui2
Proof. Appendix A.
(4.40)
(4.41)
(4.42)
?
Theorem 4.1 is used for construction ofwide-sense discrete space self-similar random
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fields in the following section.
4.3 Statistical Self-Similarity in Two Dimensional Discrete-
Space
Discrete-space statistical self-similarity in the wide-sense can now be defined using the
scaling operation 7a-
Definition 4.4. A discrete-space random field x(n) is self-similar for a matrix class
C with the index H in the wide-sense if, for a non-singular matrix A C,
{TA{x(n)}} = \DA\-H'2E{x{n)}
(4.43)
TAA{Rxx(n, n')} = \DA\~HRxx(n, n')
where Rxx(n, n') is the autocorrelation of the random field x(n), and DA is the deter
minant of the matrix A.
Suppose a self-similar random field is zero-mean, then the self-similar definition in
(4.43) is written in the frequency domain as
\DA\2Pxx[AA(u), Aa(w')] = \DA\~HPxx(u, w). (4.44)
Furthermore, if the random field is wide-sense stationary, by Theorem 4.1, (4.44) can
be written as
PX[AA(W)]
__IDa[-H-2Px{uj). (445)
det dAA(u>)dui
Therefore a zero-mean wide-sense stationary discrete random field with the power spec
trum satisfying (4.45) is wide sense self-similar with the Hurst parameter H.
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One example of such a self-similar random field is a stationary random field xi(n)
with the power spectrum
Pi(w) =
llfMir
det
~df(ui)~
dui
(4.46)
where, || || represents Euclidian norm. Then the random field xi(n) is self-similar with
respect to
cos 9 sin (
sin 9 cos (
with H = -\
- 1.
A = a
Proof. Let D = det(A) = a2. Then, we have
f(AA(w)) = f[r1(Arf(a;))] = ATf(u>)
cos 9 sin 9 /(wi)
sin# cos# f(oJ2)
f(u>i)cos9 + f(u2)sm9
f((jO\) sin 9 f{uj2) cos 9
= a
= a
and
||f(AA(u;))|| = |a|v//2(u;i) + /2M
= |a|||f(ui)|| = |D|5||f(w)
(4.47)
(4.48)
(4.49)
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Furthermore, according to [96], we can write
Finally,
det df(AA(u))
dAA(u>)
det dAA(u>)
du>
= det
= det
df(AA(w)) dAA(u)
= D det
dAA(u>)
df(AA(u))
duj
df(u>)
du
= det dArf(
u>
dui
du
P(AaM) |f(AAM)ir
det dAA(u>)dui det
\D\
dAA(ui)
dui
5||f(u)| r
det rdf(AAM)i
dAA(u>) J
D\- det ~df(cdu.
= IDli-^^).
(4.50)
(4.51)
Consequently, when H = | 1, (4.50) satisfies the self-similar condition (4.45). ?
With the bilinear warping transform f(u>) = [2tan(wi/2), 2 tan(w2/2)]r the power
spectrum (4.46) becomes
Pi(u) =
2r [tan2(wi/2) + tan2(w2/2)]
|sec2(o;i/2)sec2(a;2/2)|
r/2
(4.52)
Fig. 4.4 shows the power spectrum with r = 0.6 and 1.4 (H = 0.7 and 0.3). As
shown in Fig. 4.4, the power spectrum is nearly circularly symmetric. Thus it can be
considered isotropic though it is not perfectly symmetric because of the denominator
in (4.46).
Notice that the range of the Hurst parameter is out of the valid range (0 < H < 1)
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(a) r = -0.6
(b) r = -1.4
Figure 4.4: Power spectrum Pi(u>) with (a) r = 0.6, and (b) r = 1.4
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of the Hurst parameter considered in continuous-space. Unlike continuous self-similar
random fields, the discrete self-similar random field with the power spectrum in (4.46)
is stationary. Hence, it behaves like the stationary fractional Gaussian noise rather than
the non-stationary fractional Brownian motion. When u> > 0, one can easily show that
Pi(cj) * ||u;||~2H-2. However, the power spectrum of the fractional Gaussian noise
obtained from the fractional Brownian motion with the Hurst parameter H' goes to
||u>||~2jfr
when u> -> 0 [81]. Thus
H'
= H + 1. (4.53)
Using (4.53) we can get H' = 0.3 and H' = 0.7 from H = -0.7 and H = -0.3, and
these H' values are valid for continuous self-similar random fields.
Another example is the directional self-similar random field X2(n) with the power
spectrum
Iff,.,, Mr
(4.54)p, ,
l/(^l)lr
. s
P2{lui,uj2) = tjtf\y9{^2)l/'("i)|-
where f{uj) is a 1-D warping transform function, and <7(u) is an arbitrary 1-D power
spectrum. Then X2(n) is self-similar with H = r 1 with respect to the class of
matrices
A2 =
a 0
0 1
a>0. (4.55)
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Proof.
P[AAa(w)] = |/[/-1(a/(a;1))df\f-Haf(wi))}
df-'{af(LJi)
-9(^2) = ^777 9^2)daf{u>i)
= a
r-l
l/("l)l'
dfjuii)
du>i
!!.
df-^af(u>i)
9(^2)
| , ,|a| i^)&2)
df-i[af(u>i)}
d/-1[a/(a;1)]
du\
(4.56)
However,
AA2(a;) = f-1[Aif(u;)]=f7-1
af{u>i) f-l[af(uJi)]
LJ2
(4.57)
Hence,
rfAA2(g?)
da;
and
det AA2(u>)
du>
df-l\af(un)} n
du>! U
4TW("i)]
dwi
Therefore, from (4.56) and (4.59),
(4.58)
(4.59)
mA2M]
=|ariPM,
det^
(4.60)
and
r-l=-H-2
H = -r-l.
(4.61)
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Figure 4.5: Power spectrum of the directional self-similar random field (r = 1.2)
?
The power spectrum P2{u}) with f(u) = 2tan(w/2), g(uj) = 0.5(1 + cosw) and
r = 1.2 is shown in Fig. 4.5. Note that P2(u>) is infinity at (0,0*2) when r < 0. The
plot in Fig. 4.5 excludes this frequency for the purpose of display.
The following theorem is required to introduce the third example.
Theorem 4.2. Let Px(u>) be a power spectrum of a discrete-space self-similar random
field x(n) with respect to the class ofmatrices A according to (4.45). Then, a stationary
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random field y(n) with the power spectrum
Py(") = det
du
dAc(u>) P,[AcH]
is self-similar with respect to the class of matrices
(4.62)
B = CAC1, (4.63)
and y(n) has the same H as x(n).
Proof. Appendix B ?
Using Theorem 4.2, it is possible to construct directional self-similar random fields
rotated by arbitrary angles. A zero-mean random field with the power spectrum
p3M = det
du
dAc(u>) P2[Ac(uO]
(4.64)
where
C =
cos vc sin t>c
sin 9r cos 9C
is self-similar with respect to
-.-IA3 = CA2C
a
cos2 9C + sin2 9C (a - 1) cos 9C sin 9C
(a 1) cos 9C sin 9C a sin2 9C + cos2 9C
(4.65)
(4.66)
In fact, transformation by the matrix C is not strictly rotational that one might ex
pect in continuous space due to the non-linearity of the frequency warping transform.
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However, we consider this transform as rotation in discrete space by an angle 9C.
Fig. 4.6 shows examples of P3. The power spectrum in Fig. 4.6 (a) is generated with
9 = 0, in which case P3 = P2. Contours of the power spectrum in Fig. 4.6 are plotted
at P3(u>) = 10M,M = -2, -1, . . . , 3. Fig. 4.6 (b)-(d) demonstrate contour plots of P3
transformed from P2 by the matrix C in (4.65) with 9C = tt/8, tt/4, and 37r/8.
The last example is a separable self-similar random field, which is composed of two
independent 1-D self-similar random processes. A random field hi{t\,t2) is the product
of two statistically independent 1-D self-similar random processes as
hi{ti,t2) = fi{ti)gA{t2), (4.67)
where fi{t) and 54 (t) are one dimensional discrete-time self-similar random processes
with the same self-similarity parameter H. It is straightforward that the random field
h4(ti,t2) is self-similar with respect to the class of matrices
A4 =
a 0
0 b
(4.68)
with the parameter H4 = 2H. For example, a random field x4(n) with the power
spectrum
\f(llMr lff,,,nur
(4.69)Pi(u>) - -\f'M\ \f'MV
where f(w) is a 1-D warping transform function. The random field X4(n) is self-similar
with respect to a class of matrices
A4 =
a 0
0 b
(4.70)
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(a) Original power spectrum (9 = 0) (b) 0 = tt/8
(c) 9 = tt/4 (d) 9 = 3tt/8
Figure 4.6: Contour plots for the power spectrum P3(a)) with r = 1.2 and different
angles, (a) original power spectrum (9C = 0), (b) 9C = 7r/8, (c) 9c = 7r/4, and (d)
9C = 3tt/8.
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and H4 = r 1.
Proof. Let
AA4M = f-1[Alf(a;)] =
/-1[a/(a;x)] 0
0 rWM]
Aa(^i) 0
0 AbCwi)]
Then, from the result of 1-D discrete-time self-similarity in [54],
P4[AA4(u>)] =
a/'(Aa(Wl))| |6/'(A6(w2))|
dAa(wi) dA6(w2)
det
da>i dw2
dA(w)
a6r_1P4(w)
da?
iDA4rip4M,
where DA. = det A4 = ab.
(4-71)
(4.72)
D
Fig. 4.7 shows power spectrum examples of separable self-similar random fields with
different parameters.
4.4 Synthesis ofDiscrete-Space Self-Similar Random Fields
1-D discrete-time self-similar processes can be generated from linear filters obtained by
factorizing a proper power spectrum. However, it is known that a rational 2-D power
spectrum cannot generally be factorized into rational factors. This section addresses
an approach to perform 2-D factorization by the complex cepstrum method [24], which
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-3 -3
(a) r = -0.6
(b) r = -1.6
Figure 4.7: Separable self-similar random fields with different parameters.
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offers techniques to design synthesis filters for discrete-space self-similar random fields.
4.4.1 Factorization of 2-D power spectrum
Let r(ni,n2) be the autocorrelation of a discrete random field x(ni,n2) having the
power spectrum
P{zu z2) = H(z1,z2)H(zi1,z21). (4.73)
The purpose of factorization is to obtain a real, finite-extent, and minimum phase
sequence h(n\,n2) satisfying [23]
r(ni, n2) = h{n\, n2) * h(-ni, -n2). (4.74)
However, unlike one-dimensional counterparts, 2-D polynomials cannot generally be
factorized into rational factors. Instead, one can obtain a minimum phase sequence
from the autocorrelation through the complex cepstrum [23,24]. The cepstrum x(n) of
a discrete-sequence x(n) is defined by the 2-D homomorphic transform
x{n)Z-l{\TiZ{x(n)}} (4.75)
where Z and Z~l represent forward and inverse z-transforms respectively. The original
process x(n) is obtained by the inverse cepstrum
x(n) =
Z~l {exp[Z{x(n)}]} . (4.76)
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Then, in the cepstral domain, the cepstrum r (711,712) of the autocorrelation r(ni,ri2)
is composed of the sum of cepstrums h(n\, n2) and h(n\, 712) as
r(ni,n2) = Z-1{lnZ{r(ni,n2)}} = Z-1{lnP(2i,22)}
= h(ni, n2) + h{-m, -712).
In addition, let a non-symmetric half plane (NSHP) IZ+ be defined as
K-+ = {ni > 0, n2 > 0} U {m < 0, n2 > 0}. (4.78)
The NSHP is illustrated in Fig. 4.8. It has been shown that if the support of the 2-D
sequence h{n\,n2) covers the 7?.+, its inverse cepstrum h{n\,n2) is also on the NSHP,
and a minimum-phase sequence, though it may not have finite extent. The factor
h{n\, n2) with the NSHP support in cepstral space is computed by projecting f(n\, n2)
on the NSHP as
f(ni,n2) for n2 > 0 and for 712 = 0,ni > 0
h(nu n2) = \ if (0, 0) for m = n2 = 0 (4-79)
0 otherwise
Linear filters for synthesis of self-similar random fields can be designed by the prop
erties. In the following sections, two filter design approaches are provided to construct
either FIR filters or recursive filters, and the advantages and disadvantages of each
method are discussed.
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Figure 4.8: Nonsymmetric half-plane (circled region).
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Figure 4.9: PQ(u>) formed by moving a power spectrum P(u>) inside the unit bicircle.
The plot shows a diagram when Z2 is fixed to one.
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4.4.2 FIR filter design
The purpose of FIR filter design is to acquire a minimum phase filter h{n\,n2) from
a given power spectrum P(u\,u2) using the procedures explained in the previous sec
tion. Usually the z-transform is substituted with the Fourier transform to compute the
cepstrum assuming z\$ = eJa>1'2. However, this direct substitution will cause problems
at some frequencies because lnP(tJi,a;2) has singular values under certain conditions.
For example, the isotropic self-similar power spectrum Pi(u;i,u;2) given in (4.52) has a
infinity value at the origin when r < 0 and zero values when ui = 0 or lu2 = 0. There
fore, it is not possible to compute the cepstrum of a desired autocorrelation r (ni,n2)
directly from the given power spectrum P(u>i, uj2)- However, if one sets up a new power
spectrum Pa(u>i,u2) inside the unit bicircle using 21,2 = ae^1'2, a < 1 from P{z\,Z2)
illustrated in Fig. 4.9, the logarithm of Pa(u\,uj2) does not have singular values. It
is easy to show that Pa(u>,u)2) is the Fourier transform of a_(ni+"2V (711,712). The
autocorrelation r{n\, 712) can be factorized as
r(ni, n2) = h+(ni, n2) * /i_(ni, n2), (4.80)
where
h+(ni,n2) = h(ni,n2)
(4.81)
h-(ni, n2) = h(-ni, -n2).
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Then,
a-(ni+n2)r(ni,n2)
oo oo
= E E (X~{ni+n2)h+(khk2)h-(nl-kl,n2-k2)
fci=oo fc2=oo
oo oo
= E E _(fcl+fc2)/i+(^i^2)a_[(ni_fcl)+("2~fc2)1/i-(nl-/cl,n2-fc2)
fcl= OO k2= oo
= a-("i+"2)/i+(ni,n2)*a-(ni+"2)/i_(ni,n2),
(4.82)
and the cepstrum of a~(ni+n2V(ni, 712) is the sum of the cepstrum of a~^ni+n2^h{n\, 712)
and Q-(ni+na)/i(-m, -n2). Therefore, a projection of a-(ni+n^r(ni, n2) on the NSHP
is the cepstrum of a_^ni+n2^/i(ni, 712), and the desired filter h(ni,n2) is computed from
Q-(m+2)/i(ni,n2).
The algorithm for FIR filter design is summarized by the following steps:
1. For a given power spectrum P{u\,u2), substitute u\^2 toui\y2ja to get P0(u;i,u;2).
2. Compute the cepstrum ra(ni,7i2) of ra(n\,n2) = a~(ni+n2^r(ni, n2) as
fa{ni,n2) = ^1{lnPQ(cJi,W2)}. (4.83)
3. Project rQ(ni,n2) onto the NSHP Tl+ to get g(ni,n2) = a"(ni+n2)/i(ni,n2).
4. Compute
/i(m, n2) = a-(ni+"2)y(m, n2). (4.84)
to get the desired FIR filter h(n\,n2).
Fig. 4.10 to 4.13 show examples of constructed FIR filters. Filters for isotropic
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(Fig. 4.10), directional, (Fig. 4.11), oriented (Fig. 4.12), and separable (Fig. 4.13) self-
similar random fields are generated with the size of 128 by 128. The first plot of each
figure displays the filter in spatial domain, and the second plot shows the frequency
response of each filter.
4.4.3 Recursive filter design
Though FIR filters designed by the previous method have the advantage of stability,
they usually require large number of filter taps. An alternative method is to use recur
sive or IIR filters. This approach is based on the algorithm introduced in Ekstrom and
Woods [24], and it uses the reciprocal of a given power spectrum.
Let Px(z)\z=eju> be a power spectrum of x(n) and be factorized as
Pa(.) = g+(g)g-W = B+(g)1B_(g)- (4-85)
Then, a random field x(n) having the power spectrum Px(z) is computed by the recur
sive filtering
x(n) =E S(k)w(n - k) - E M*0x(n - k), (4.86)
n 7e+-(0,0)
where b+(n) is the inverse z-transform of P+(z), <5(k) is the delta function, u>(n) is the
white noise input, and TZ+ is the NSHP.
To construct the NSHP recursive filter fr+(n), first compute
f(n) = Z-1{l/Pr(z)} = Z-l{B+(z)} + Z-HB_(z)}
(4.87)
= b+(n) + b-(n),
where 6+(n) can be obtained by projecting r(n) on the NSHP TZ+. Then it has been
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(a) FIR filter with r = -0.6
-3 -3
(b) Frequency response
Figure 4.10: FIR filter for isotropic self-similar random fields with the power spectrum
Pi(u>) and r = -0.6.
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(a) FIR filter with r = -0.6
-, 3~
3
3"
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(b) Frequency response
Figure 4.11: FIR filter for directional self-similar random fields with the power spectrum
P2(u>) and r = -0.6.
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-60 -60
(a) FIR filter with r = -0.6
(b) Frequency response
Figure 4.12: FIR filter for oriented self-similar random fields with the power spectrum
J5,(w), r = -0.6 and 9C = tt/3.
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(a) FIR filter with r = -0.6
(b) Frequency response
Figure 4.13: FIR filter for separable self-similar random fields with the power spectrum
P4(u;) and r = 0.6
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shown that the inverse cepstrum 6+(n) of b+(n) is also in TZ+, and it leads to a stable
half-plane recursive filter. Though 6+(n) is known to be recursively computable and
stable, it is not guaranteed to have finite extent. Thus fr+(n) is required to be truncated
and smoothed by a proper window function maintaining its stability. Ekstrom and
Woods [24] suggested two functions
{(i-W-WM
W2(n) = e-(l"il+/3|"2|)7 ttj > o.
The recursive filter designing method has the same problem with singular values as
the FIR filter designing except that the reciprocal of the power spectrum is involved.
The singularity problem is avoided here in a different way because it is difficult to
predict how the previous solution affects the stability of recursive filters. For recursive
filters, a given power spectrum is modified with small constants to avert values causing
singular values. For instance, Pi (a;) in (4.46) can be modified with ci, C2 <C 1 as
A(")= ^l^ +c2. (4.89)
det df(ui)dui
The modified power spectrum can be considered as an approximation of the original one,
but it provides a reasonable closeness to the original power spectrum. Now, with the
modified power spectrum, the cepstrum based factorization can be applied to Pi(u>)
to construct a recursive filter. Other power spectrums can also be modified in the
similar way. Approximated self-similar random fields are synthesized by the constructed
recursive filter applying the white noise. The recursive filter designing algorithm is
summarized in the following steps:
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1. Modify a given power spectrum P(uj) to get P(o>) as explained.
2. Compute
P(k) = R(ki,k2) =ln
_P(2TTki/N,2Trk2/N)
where fci 2 = 0, 1, . . . ,
A/"
- 1, and AT is the DFT size.
(4.90)
3. Compute inverse DFT of P(k), which results in
r(n) =
021 {&(*)} = h(n) + S_(n). (4.91)
4. Project f(n) onto NSHP IZ+ to obtain S+(n).
5. Compute the inverse cepstrum of 6+(n) to get the recursive filter b(n).
6. Apply one of the window functions in (4.88) for a finite and stable recursive filter
6(n).
7. An approximated self-similar random field is synthesized by recursive filtering in
(4.86).
To demonstrate the filter design procedures, recursive filters are construct from the
power spectrum Pi in (4.52). As discussed, Pi(u;) is approximated as
-
x
2r[tan2m + tan2(^) + ci]r/2
pM = 2,^ 2~U\ + c2- (4-92)sec^(^)sec2(^)
Fig. 4.14 depicts the modified power spectrum P(to) with r = 0.6 and 1.4. Modifi
cation constants ci and C2 are
2-52
and
10-3
respectively. Compared with the original
power spectrum in Fig. 4.4, the plot shows the overall identity between them.
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mm
(a) r = -0.6
mUffl
(b) r = -1.4
Figure 4.14: Modified power spectrum with (a) r = 0.6, and (b) r = -1.4
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The recursive filters constructed from the power spectrum Pi with r = 0.6 and
1.4 are shown in Fig. 4.15 with Filter taps between [64,63] x [0,64]. Frequency
response plots of the filters are presented in Fig. 4.16.
4.4.4 Synthesis Examples
Fig. 4.17 to Fig. 4.20 present synthesis examples of self-similar random fields generated
by FIR filters. The input to the filters was the white Gaussian random field with zero
mean and unit variance. The size of filters is 128 by 128, and filtering is implemented
by Matlab command 'filter2'. Fig. 4.17 shows examples of synthesized isotropic self-
similar random fields with different parameters. As shown in Fig. 4.17 (a) and (b),
self-similar random fields generated from different self-similarity parameters display
different roughness. Fig. 4.17 (c) and (d) show periodograms computed through the
Fourier transform of synthesized random fields.
Directional self-similar random fields synthesized from the power spectrum P2(u>)
in (4.54) with f(u>) 2tan(w/2) and g(u>) = 0.5(1 + cos a;) are shown in Fig. 4.17. Di
rectionality of the power spectrum clearly appears in the corresponding periodograms.
The power spectrum P2(u;) is transformed by Theorem 4.2 to form P3(u>) in (4.64)
with a matrix
C =
cos tj- sin |
sin ij- cos f
(4.93)
and self-similar random fields with P3(u>) are generated with different self-similarity
parameters. This results in directional self-similar random fields oriented by an angle
9 = tt/3, which are shown in Fig. 4.19.
Self-similar random fields generated by recursive filters are shown in Fig. 4.21 to
Fig. 4.23. Fig. 4.23 shows examples of oriented self-similar random fields by different
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Figure 4.15: Filter 6+(n), (a) r = -0.6, (b) r = -1.4
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15
,^am
~-a
(b) r= -1.4
Figure 4.16: Frequency response of the filters, (a) r = 0.6, (b) r = -1.4
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$"'&!
(a) r = -0.6
(c) r = -0.6 (d) r = -1.4
Figure 4.17: Synthesis examples: (a), (b) isotropic self-similar random fields generated
from the FIR filter using different parameters, and (c), (d) their periodogram
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(a) r = -0.6 (b)r: -1.2
(c) r = -0.6 (d) r = -1.2
Figure 4.18: Synthesis examples: (a), (b) directional self-similar random fields gener
ated from the FIR filter using different parameters, and (c), (d) their periodogram
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(a) r = -0.6 (b) r = -1.2
(c) r = -0.6 (d) r = -1.2
Figure 4.19: Synthesis examples: (a), (b) oriented self-similar random fields generated
from the FIR filter using different parameters, and (c), (d) their periodogram
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(a) r = -0.6 (b) r = -1.6
(c) r = -0.6 (d) r = -1.6
Figure 4.20: Synthesis examples: (a), (b) separable self-similar random fields generated
from the FIR filter using different parameters, and (c), (d) their periodogram
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(a) r = -0.6 (b) r = -1.4
Figure 4.21: Synthesized discrete self-similar images, (a) r = 0.6, (b) r = 1.4
angles, namely, 9C = kn/8, k = 1, 2, 3 and 4.
Additionally, in the case of separable self-similar random fields, it is possible to
use 1-D filters investigated in Chapter 3 by row- and column-wise. Self-similar ran
dom fields in Fig. 4.24 are generated by this approach using 1-D filters. It is shown
that the generated images have the same patterns as images generated by FIR filters
demonstrated in Fig. 4.20.
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(a) r = -0.6 (b) r = -1.2
Figure 4.22: Synthesized directionally self-similar images, (a) r = 0.6, (b) r = 1.2.
Effect of scaling operation TA to generated self-similar random fields are presented
from Fig. 4.25 to Fig. 4.31. Fig. 4.25 (a) shows an isotropic self-similar random field
generated from the power spectrum Pi(o>). The original image is transformed by the
matrix [0.75,0; 0,0.75] in Fig. 4.25 (b) and [cos(vr/4), -sin(7r/4);sin(7r/4),cos(7r/4)] in
Fig. 4.25 (c). The scaled images display distortions near edges because of the finite
number of samples in the input images. The problem could be resolved by generating
bigger images than the desired size. In Fig. 4.28, images have been cropped to avoid
the distortion, and compared to each other. Visual observation confirms that the self-
similar property with respect to the class of matrices
A = a
cos c/ sin (
sin 9 cos 9
(4.94)
of generated images.
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(d) e = tt/2
Figure 4.23: Directional self-similar random fields with different angles.
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(a) r = -0.6 (b) r = -1.4
Figure 4.24: Random fields generated by 1-D filters in (3.17) with (a) r = -0.6, (b)
r = -1.4.
Fig. 4.27 demonstrates self-similarity of directional self-similar images generated
from the power spectrum P2(u>). The original self-similar random field is shown
Fig. 4.27 (a), which are scaled by the matrices
A =
0.75 0
0 1
and
1.5 0
0 1
(4.95)
Transformed images are shown in Fig. 4.27 (b) and (c) respectively. Trimmed images
in Fig. 4.28 also demonstrate similar patterns between the original in Fig. 4.27 (a) and
scaled images in (b) and (c).
Self-similarity of oriented directional self-similar images are shown in Fig. 4.29. The
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original image in Fig. 4.29 (a) is transformed by matrices
A =
"
cosf -sinf 0.75 0
sinf cosf 0 1
-\ -1
cos f sin f
sin f cos f
(4.96)
and
A =
sin f cos f
1.5 0
0 1
cos j sin j
sin cos
(4.97)
4 w" 4
The transformed images are shown in Fig. 4.29 (b) and (c). Images in Fig. 4.30 show
self-similarity of random fields generated from the power spectrum P3 (u) .
Finally, images in Fig. 4.31 (b), (c), Fig. 4.32 (b) and (c) show the scaled images of
a separable self-similar random field in Fig. 4.31 (a). The images are transformed by
matrices
A =
0.75 0
0 0.75
and
1.5 0
0 1.5
(4.98)
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(a) original image (b) A = [0.75, 0; 0, 0.75]
(c) A= [cos 7r/4, sin 7r/4; sin 7r/4, cos 7r/4]
Figure 4.25: Scaling of a isotropic self-similar random field, (a) original images, (b)
scaled by [0.75, 0;0, 0.75], and (c) [cos tt/4, - sin 7r/4; sin tt/4, cos 7t/4]
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.26: Cropped images from Fig. 4.25
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(a) original image (b) A = [0.75, 0; 0, 1]
(c) A = [1.5, 0; 0, 1]
Figure 4.27: Scaling of a directional self-similar random field, (a) original images, (b)
scaled by [0.75, 0;0, 01], and (c) [1.5, 0;0, 1]
'
K ** 5r~3 -~+~
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.28: Cropped images from Fig. 4.27
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(a) original images (b) A is in (4.96)
(c) A is in (4.97)
Figure 4.29: Scaling of an oriented self-similar random field, (a) original images, (b)
scaled by (4.96), and (c) (4.97)
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.30: Cropped images from Fig. 4.29
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(a) original image (b) A = [0.75, 0; 0, 0.75]
(c) A = [1.5, 0; 0, 1.5]
Figure 4.31: Scaling of a isotropic self-similar random field, (a) original images, (b)
scaled by [0.75, 0;0, 0.75], and (c) [1.5, 0;0, 1.5]
i^HHi
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.32: Cropped images from Fig. 4.31
Chapter 5
Discussions
This chapter discusses issues on the discrete-space self-similar model, and suggests
directions for future work for research on discrete-space self-similarity. Throughout the
dissertation, novel approaches were suggested for self-similarity definition in continuous
and discrete space. Unlike other existing definitions of discrete-space statistical self-
similarity, the definition provided in this dissertation utilizes the explicit scaling of
discrete images that was accomplished by frequency warping. In addition, the new
approach provides ways to characterize more diverse types of self-similarity, which
were not described with former definitions. However, some difficulties still exist with
the new model in realizing discrete-space statistical self-similarity.
It is theoretically possible to implement the matrix scaling operation without loss
of any information in discrete images, and the elements of a 2 x 2 scaling matrix can
be arbitrary real values in a continuum. These are remarkable results compared to any
other ways to resize discrete images such as upsampling and downsampling. A drawback
of the warping transform based scaling operation is that it does not transform the phase
of an image linearly, and in consequence the transformed image has distortions. This
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is an inherent property of the new scaling operation that is unavoidable. However, in
the case of texture images, the distortions will not be noticeable.
The scaling operation was defined through the discrete Fourier transform with the
continuous frequency. For numerical implementation of the scaling operation, however,
the frequency should be sampled properly. Moreover, unlike the definition involving
the infinite number of samples in spatial domain, the discrete Fourier transform is
implemented with the finite number of spatial samples. Therefore, resulting self-similar
random fields show some amount of deformity around edges of images as shown in
Fig. 4.25. These problems were avoided by increasing the size of synthesized images,
which results in smaller sampling intervals in the frequency domain, and larger number
of samples of images in spatial domain. The desired output image can be chosen by
cropping unwanted parts from the output image as in Fig. 4.26. Though this approach
provides a partial solution to the given problem, it is yet imperfect because of the
computational complexity. Therefore it is required to develop algorithms to implement
the 2-D matrix scaling operation with less distortions for images with finite size and
lesser amount of computational complexity.
In order to synthesize self-similar random fields, the dissertation presented two filter
design approaches that rely on the factorization of self-similar power spectrums by the
complex cepstrum. Though the cepstrum provides fundamental means to construct
desired FIR and recursive filters, it could not directly be used because self-similar
power spectrums generate singular values with the logarithm at some points. Thus
the power spectrums should have been altered or approximated so that they do not
possess those points, and the approximation causes error between ideal and synthesized
discrete self-similar random fields. Moreover, the cepstrum approach does not offer
ways to acquire recursive filters with finite support, thus recursive filters needed to
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be windowed by proper functions. Therefore, to get more precise filters, it would be
appropriate to apply optimization algorithms to minimize the error between the power
spectrum computed from the designed filter and the ideal power spectrum.
In the dissertation, only synthesis aspect of discrete-space self-similar random fields
were studied, and their analysis approaches were not considered. Therefore in order to
simulate more realistic self-similar textures, analysis methods of practical and synthe
sized self-similar random fields should be applied. Estimation of parameters given in
the model is also an essential procedure for classification/segmentation applications for
self-similar texture images. With the existing definition in (4.1), self-similar images can
be analyzed by several different approaches using their intrinsic characteristics such as
power spectrums and autocorrelations to estimate mainly the Hurst parameter. The
proposed two dimensional discrete-space self-similarity model, however, has an addi
tional parameter that decides the class of self-similarity. Thus, unlike the traditional
analysis approaches, in which case the only concern is to decide self-similarity and to
estimate the degree of the self-similarity, the new model requires the additional steps
for deciding the class of self-similarity.
Though the new definitions provide ways to characterize a wider class of self-
similarity in both continuous- and discrete-space, there still exists the room for more
generalization of self-similarity. The matrix scaling operation could expand self-similarity
for more general geometrical transformations. However, the new definitions still as
sume that a self-similar random field has the same global self-similarity over a random
field. That is, the self-similarity parameter or the Hurst parameter is globally identical
over a self-similar image, which may restrict applications of the proposed self-similar
model. For instance, it is possible to construct a separable self-similar random field
with different Hurst parameters along different axes. These types of random fields are
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another example of self-similarity deviated from the ordinary self-similar random fields.
However, they cannot be expressed with the new definition because the self-similarity
parameter is still a scalar value. This can be related to multifractals, which is a gener
alized form of fractals. Unlike self-similar processes, multifractal processes do not have
a fixed Hurst parameter. Instead, the Hurst parameter is replaced by a function of
time or space, and the function itself may be highly irregular. Multifractal models for
images recently draw attention for their ability to describe textures more practically.
Examples of applications of multifractal random field models are found in [77] .
Based on the above discussions, the future research on discrete-space self-similarity
would include the following items;
Development of algorithms for the matrix scaling operation for discrete images
with less distortion and reasonable computational complexity.
Analysis of the error between the power spectrums estimated from synthesized
self-similar random fields and the ideal power spectrums, and improvement of the
synthesis algorithms to minimize the error.
Expansion of the discrete-space self-similarity definition to represent self-similar
random fields having the self-similarity parameter with a form of matrices.
Generalization of the discrete-space self-similarity to the discrete-space multifrac
tals.
Analysis of practical textures and estimation of parameters from texture images.
Synthesis of self-similar random fields with parameters from practical textures.
Comparison of characteristics with other discrete-space self-similarity models.
Chapter 6
Conclusion
The dissertation addressed problems in defining and realizing statistical self-similarity
for signals and images. Whereas statistical self-similarity in continuous domains is
defined by scaling of a process, discrete domain self-similarity has been characterized
by indirect approaches rather than scaling. In the time domain, the limitations could
be resolved by defining the discrete-time continuous dilation scaling operation based
on the frequency warping transform, and it provided a new point of view to explain
self-similarity in discrete-domains. The discrete-time scaling operation presented a way
to define statistical self-similarity in discrete-time/space using scaling analogous to the
continuous definition.
This dissertation expanded the preceding work on one dimensional discrete-time
self-similarity by revealing characteristics unknown in prior work. Relations with exist
ing models such as asymptotic second-order self-similarity and fractional autoregressive
integrated moving average (FARIMA) representation have been studied. Additionally,
it has been shown that self-similar processes generated from this model have a long-
range dependent property under certain conditions, which makes the model useful for
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many types of network traffic and other long-range dependent time series modeling. The
usefulness of the discrete-time self-similarity model has been demonstrated by the sim
ulations of multi-channel wireless network traffic using the new statistical self-similarity
definition for discrete-time vector processes.
The other concern of the dissertation was how to define the statistical self-similarity
in two dimensions. The dissertation investigated limitations residing in the existing
definitions for discrete and continuous-space self-similarity, and showed that certain
types of random fields exhibiting self-similarity are not accommodated by the existing
definitions. The limitations were overcome by the new discrete-space self-similarity
definition using a matrix scaling operation. As a result, a wider class of self-similarity
could be characterized through the new definition.
To synthesize discrete-space random fields following the new discrete-space defi
nition, two algorithms were provided to construct FIR and recursive filters using the
complex cepstrum. Self-similar random fields can be synthesized by applying 2-D white
Gaussian noise into the filters. Synthesis examples of self-similar random fields in differ
ent situations have been presented, and it has been demonstrated that the new model
is able to express more general types of self-similar random fields than existing ones.
Though the new 2-D model characterizes more general types of statistical self-
similarity than existing ones, as discussed in the previous chapter, it has its own lim
itations such as the error that occurs during the synthesis procedures. In addition,
the model is only for monofractals having a global self-similarity parameter over a
self-similar random field, which leaves possibilities for the model to be generalized for
more practical applications. One more thing to be considered is that, throughout the
dissertation, only synthesis aspect of discrete-domain self-similarity has been studied.
However, analysis of self-similar random fields is also important for image processing
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applications and evaluation of synthesis systems. Therefore, future work will include
the improvement of the proposed definition and the study of estimation algorithms.
Appendix A
Proof of Theorem 4.1
Proof. Let x(n) be a stationary input image to the scaling operator TA and y(n) be
its output. Let Rxx(n, n') and Ryy(n, n') be the autocorrelation functions of x(n) and
y(n), respectively. Then, the discrete Fourier transform of Rxx(n, n') can be written as
Pxx{u>, ut') = (2tt)2Px(u:)S(uj + J) (A.l)
where Pxx(u>, u>') is the discrete Fourier transform of Rxx(n, n) and Px(u) is the power
spectral density of the input image. The proof of (A.l) is similar to 1-D proof in [70].
From (A.l), the Fourier transform of P^n, n') is
Pyy{u, ') = \DA\2Pxx[AA(u>), AA(u')]
= (27r)2|DA|2Px[AA(^)]<5[AA(a;) + AA(^)]
and it has been shown that [96]
<5[AAM + Aa(w')] =
126
6(u + u')
det dAA(ui)dui
(A.2)
(A.3)
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Therefore,
P>,u-) =W'M*>!J(u+0
det dAA(ui)dui
(A.4)
According to (A.4), the output is wide-sense stationary, and its power spectral density
is
Py(U,) =
\D\2Px[AA(w)]
det dAA(ui)du>
(A.5)
D
Appendix B
Proof of Theorem 4.2
Proof. Substitute u> to AB(<x>) in (4.62), then
P^AbH) = det dAB(ijj)
dAc[AB(u>
det dAB{uj)
rfAc[ACAC-i(u>)]
xPx [Ac (ACAC_i ())].
Pr[Ac(AB(u;))]
Using AA[AB(w)] = ABA(u),
Py(AB(u)) = det
dAB(u>
det
dACAC-ic(u>)
dAB(u>)
det
^Aca(w)
dAB(uj)
dAA(Ac(u>))
Px[^cac-1c(uj)
fx[ACA(w)]
P[AA(Ac(w))].
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For a self-similar random field x(n),
P(AB(uO) = det
dAB(ui)
dAA(Ac(u))
H-2
det dAA(Ac(u,))
dAc(oj)
x\DA\-"-2Px[Ac(u)}
det dAB(u>)
dAc(w)
DA\-"-2Px[Ac(u)]
Using (4.62)
Py(AB(o;)) = det
det
dAB(u)
dAc(u)
dAB(u>)
\Da\ -H-2 Py(")
dui
dAc(u>)
det
du
\dAc{u>)
detd4k
i
x|DA
i-H-2
det
Pyiu)
dAB(u)) du du>
dw dAc{u) \<iAc(w]
<\DA\-H~2Py{u>)
-l
det dAB(u)
duj \DA\
-H-2Py(")-
Furthermore,
Consequently,
\DB\ = \DCAC-i\ = \DC\\DA\ \Dc\
= \DA\.
^(AbM)
det dAB(ui)dui
= \DB -H-2Py("), (B-1)
and y(n) is self-similar with H according to (4.45). ?
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